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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation addresses the issue of failure detection and diagnosis for a class of
modeling structures called condition systems. In this dissertation, we first establish
the theoretical basis a fault detection and diagnosis using these models. We then
present an exact solution for fault detection and diagnosis. This solution may be
computationally cumbersome, so we present a method to integrate fault detection
into our scheme for synthesizing controllers, and present a method to rapidly diag-
nose a system by exploiting the causal structure of our condition systems. We finish
the contributions of this dissertation by showing how our system translates into the
linear-time temporal logic framework.
In the next section we will frame the problem and briefly discuss current trends
in this field of research. We finish this chapter with a brief discussion of our ap-
proach, the contributions of this work, and an overview of the rest of this disserta-
tion.
1.1 Motivation
Within the context of control and supervision of discrete state systems, there are
three distinct yet related problems: fault detection, fault diagnosis, and fault cor-
rection. Fault detection is the determination that the system behavior is not con-
sistent with the defined allowed behavior. Fault diagnosis is localizing the fault.
In other words, fault diagnosis is identifying subsystems for which their aberrant
behavior could explain the observed aberrant behavior of the entire system. Fault
correction is the process of modifying the system control to overcome a detected
1
and diagnosed fault. In this dissertation, we specifically focus on the fault detection
and diagnosis task. These are well explored problems in computer science and in
recent years have been the focus of much discrete event system (D.E.S.) research.
Faults can lead to down-time, customer frustration and loss, lost information,
dangerous system behavior, and complete system failure that may lead to catas-
trophic accidents. Depending on the application, the system may be distributed
over a large geographical area such as a telecommunications network, or it may
require rapid diagnosis and correction for safety reasons such as faults found in
electronics systems on military aircraft.
Computer science and computer engineering considers the problem of fault de-
tection and diagnosis in many research fields because it is acknowledged as a persis-
tently difficult problem[Dav84]. The most pertinent to this dissertation are process
verification using temporal logic; model based reasoning; and truth maintenance
systems.
The use of D.E.S techniques in diagnosis is rich and diverse, but generally all of
the techniques use models to describe faulty behaviors, these are then used to create
some sort of DIAGNOSER to determine a proper diagnosis given a set of observed
outputs of the system (or a time ordered sequence of these sets ). This is a problem
because it complicates the modeling process [SSL+96]. Our approach varies in
this respect because we do not require the modeling of faults (although we can
model faults if required) which relieves the specifiers of a systems behavior of this
potentially monumental task. We also note that in our work we distinguish between
the detection problem and the diagnosis problem whereas in discrete event system
literature they are treated together [CL01, SSL+95, SSL+96, JHCK01].
In our work, the models used to generate a diagnoser are generic models of
the system behavior that do not necessarily require explicit modeling of faults. In
fact, these models are principally used to generate control programs given a control
objective among other things. A model represents the generic and unconstrained
discrete behavior of some component of a system, and in their totality they repre-
sent the unconstrained yet normal operating behavior of a system independent of
any control objective. Our models are typically (but not necessarily) primitive state
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models that hopefully describe the general non-faulty open-loop behavior subsys-
tem. The approaches found in the literature typically offer the advantage of solving
more complicated problems though, as will be discussed in the next chapter. In
the literature, multiple faults can occur, timed dynamics have been considered, and
other assumptions embedded in the plant’s modeling framework make much of this
work generally more applicable.
1.2 The Approach
Condition system models are a form of Petri net for describing discrete-state sys-
tems composed of subsystems which interact through condition signals. The modu-
lar nature of these models allows a system modeler to describe the system through
subsystems (or components) with well-defined interfaces. In [HGSA00], this mod-
ularity is exploited for control synthesis. Here, we show that this also makes con-
dition systems well suited for detection and diagnosis. We note that all condition
signals are not directly observable and this complicates the problem of detection
and diagnosis. In this paper, we also assume that we encounter at most one faulty
subsystem within our system.
To date, our approach toward diagnosis most closely follows the model-based
reasoning approach of [DH88]. Specifically, we consider that we have a set of
component models describing the expected behavior of each component and thus
the complete system. A fault is an observed behavior that is no longer consistent
with the modeled behaviors. Thus, we need not explicitly model faulty behaviors.
The work in this dissertation is based on the language behavior of condition
systems. For fault detection and diagnosis, we have introduced the notion of the
REAL and EXPECTED system. The expected system is a condition system model
(specified by some human agent) of the plant that is used for synthesis and analysis.
The real system is an abstraction of the actual system the expected system model
represents. A fault detection is then defined as a language comparison between
these two systems.
To define a detection and a diagnosis of a system, we introduce the notion of
3
a RELAXED LANGUAGE. In control synthesis we view subsystems in light of what
is achievable, whereas in detection and diagnosis we view subsystems in terms of
what constraints they impose on a system. A relaxed language then is the language
generated by the system when the constraints of a subsystem are removed from
consideration. If the language generated by an expected model of the plant, with
some subsystem’s constraints on its behavior removed, contains the sequence of
outputs generated by the real plant then we know that this subsystem could account
for the faulty behavior, and is hence a diagnosis.
We utilize the theoretical framework described above to: determine an exact
solution to the detection and diagnosis problem (chapter 5); develop a controller
based detector (based on the taskblock introduced in [HGSA00]) (chapter 6); de-
velop a rapid diagnoser based on the work in causal networks by [DP94a] et.
al.(chapter 7); and to show how condition systems translate into the linear-time
temporal logic framework (chapter 8).
To show an exact solution to the fault detection and diagnosis problem, we
start with the known observable state of the system at time zero, and calculate all
possible legal markings (i.e. the state of our models) such that the observable state
of the system does not change. From this we can calculate all legal next states with
observations that differ from the initial observation. A detection and diagnosis are
initiated whenever the observation from the system is illegal (i.e. not expected from
our model). We continue with this for every different observation from the system.
While this approach gives us a best solution within the constraints of observability
it is computationally complex, especially when the marking space of our system
models is large.
Our on-line fault detection scheme utilizes controller models called taskblocks.
These models are guaranteed to drive the system to some target state under certain
initial assumptions. In this dissertation, we show how to transform these taskblocks
to detect unexpected responses from the system, and hence implement fault detec-
tion.
Our on-line fault diagnosis method allows us to rapidly determine an approxi-
mate diagnosis of a system by generating a diagnosis model that is based on sym-
4
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bolic causal networks [DP94a], [DP94b] from our original condition systemmodels.
The dynamic condition system model describes state evolution and the evolution of
condition signals over time, the diagnosis model abstracts this to describe the in-
terrelationships between the components. In this way we can neglect past state
information. We note that our method is inexact in that the diagnosis returned
may include subsystems that cannot be the source of the fault, but it does in fact
contain any subsystem that may be the source of the observed faulty behavior (i.e.
this diagnosis method returns a superset of subsystem models that is guaranteed to
contain the true diagnosis).
The final contribution to this work is a chapter that defines how we can convert
a description of our system and a state trace of observations (called a condition
sequence in this work) into the linear-time temporal logic framework. LTL is used in
process verification which is closely related to the detection and diagnosis problem,
and this framework is widely known among researchers in computer science and
computer engineering. Our main goal of this chapter is to make our work more
widely accessible to this community and to glean new insight into the detection
and diagnosis problem.
The dissertation is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we discuss relevant re-
search in the field of fault detection and diagnosis. We define condition systems
and introduce the notion of relaxed languages in chapter 3. In chapter 4 we define
the fault diagnosis problem within the context of languages of condition systems
composed of multiple subsystems, and in chapter 5 we show that direct evaluation
of our diagnosis definition is effectively computable (i.e. a solution can be found in
a finite number of steps). This result leads us to an exact solution of the detection
and diagnosis problem that can be computationally expensive. In contrast, we in-
troduce causal networks in chapter 7 and show how the causal net can be used to
rapidly generate a superset of diagnoses. While in chapter 6 we present a method
to detect faults that complements the diagnosis method of chapter 7. In chapter
8, we show how our work relates to linear-time temporal logic. The dissertation
concludes with a discussion on areas of future research.
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Chapter 2
Prior Research
Diagnosis of discrete systems is of interest to many researchers. It has practical
implications in many fields including computer science, manufacturing, telecom-
munications, aerospace, and military applications. In this digital world, many large
digital and discrete systems are being developed with a great deal of success but
new issues have arisen. Among the forefront of these issues is the detection, diag-
nosis, and correction of faults in the system.
Fault detection, detection, and correction are important in the field of reliability
engineering. Block diagram analysis and redundant system design are excellent
examples of systematic approaches for designing reliability into complex systems.
These ad-hoc methodologies have traditionally sufficed in complex system design
(electronics, avionics, network design, etc.), but they typically add significantly to
design, build and overhead cost. For an excellent reference in reliability engineering
see [O’C91]. And oftentimes, manual diagnosis of such a system is difficult, time
consuming, or impractical given the application. For these reasons, there is interest
in the use of Discrete Event Systems (D.E.S.) techniques in detection, diagnosis and
correction. D.E.S. and computer science research focuses on designed-in reliability
as well as in on-line detection, diagnosis and correction.
This chapter highlights some relevant previous research by other investigators
in this field. In particular, there is a review of diagnosis using D.E.S. techniques,
and there is a review of diagnosis using model-based reasoning and model-based
diagnostic techniques from the AI community.
In their book [CL01], Cassandras and Lafortune gracefully define diagnosis as
"determining whether certain unobservable events COULD HAVE OCCURRED or HAVE
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OCCURRED WITH CERTAINTY". The authors also give a formal method for developing
a D.E.S. diagnoser which is a system that can perform a diagnosis. In their treatment
a fault is considered to be an unobservable event; the plant, or system to be diag-
nosed, is represented as a non-deterministic automata; and a diagnoser is shown
to be a modification of the deterministic automata representation of the plant (an
OBSERVER). In [SSL+94, SSL+95], Sampath, Lafortune, et. al. introduce the notion
of DIAGNOSABILITY for discrete event systems. Diagnosability defines whether a
system can be diagnosed for all failures defined in the automata. In it, the authors
exploit the cyclic nature of many discrete systems to determine conditions where
unobservable events (faults) become uniquely identifiable (the diagnosis). In the
system model as defined: failures are modeled within the state machine description
of the plant; events leading to failures are unobservable; and failure event must
be contained within cycles of the plant where at least one event is observable and
distinguishes the failure. A nice feature is the allowance of multiple failures. A test
for diagnosability is then shown that uses a diagnoser model which is exponentially
complex in the number of states in the system.
Jiang, Kumar, et. al. present a method of testing diagnosability of a plant that is
fourth order polynomial in its complexity [JHCK01]. They achieve this by eliminat-
ing the need to directly derive the diagnoser model in order to test diagnosability.
Sampath, Lafortune, et. al. apply their work to a HVAC system [SSL+96]. In it,
they compare two systems, one that is diagnosable and the other that is not. Inter-
estingly, the authors describe two crucial issues with their method. The first is in
the complex nature of building the system model, and the authors describe the pos-
sibility of reuse of models for control, etc., much like in our approach. The second
problem is with the computational complexity of the diagnostics process. These
issues clearly impact scalability. Huang, Kumar, et.al. simplify the task of model
construction by representing failures as rules [HCJK03] . A rules based modeling
formalism is introduced to model failures. In using this technique, the complexity
of the modeling of faults and failures goes from exponential in the number of faults
to polynomial. The authors also consider timing in their work. Provan and Chen
also consider timed systems [PC98, PC00]. In their work, they use causal networks
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and a rules based formalism to allow for diagnosis of timed systems for a class of
problems.
In [JKG03], the authors consider the detection and diagnosis problem for dis-
crete systems where there may be repeated or intermittent failures. In this in-
teresting work, the authors present a polynomial method to determine the num-
ber of times a fault has occurred. To this end they introduce the notion of K-
DIAGNOSABILITY, and show under which conditions a system is K-diagnosable. In
their approach, they use a transition graphs to test for K-diagnosability, and if the
system passes these tests then a diagnoser (a state machine) can be created.
In [AFB+98], Aghasaryan et.al. present a modeling framework and approach to
the diagnosis and detection problem using a variant of a one-safe stochastic Petri
net. In this work, the models represent a distributed system, and a decentralized
diagnoser is used for diagnosis. This work utilizes explicit fault models to determine
where a potentially unobservable fault (system fault) has occurred based on the
observations of observed alarms (events). A set of high level models describing
the probabilistic and causal nature of faults and alarms within a system is utilized
to generate a diagnoser. The diagnoser captures the expected sequential system
behavior of the system and can be used for the diagnosis task. In this work, faults
may lead to cascading faults, and alarm conditions may arrive to a diagnoser out
of order with relation to their occurrence. This work is applicable to the analysis of
telecommunication networks where this situation may occur. In this situation, the
explicit modeling of faults is natural and required based on the complexity of the
problem.
In [ZM99, ZKW99, ZKW03], the authors investigate diagnosis in the traditional
DES framework. In [ZM99], necessary and sufficient conditions are presented for
the generic solvability for fault detection and diagnosis of a system where simul-
taneous failures can occur. Interestingly, the authors have partitioned the problem
into one of detection and diagnosis much like in our work.
In, [ZKW99], timed systems are considered for fault detection. In this work, a
TICK event is used to represent timing changes, the system is described as a timed
finite-state Moore automaton, and the diagnoser is a finite state machine. As in most
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DES research, faults are described within the system model itself. The main con-
tribution of this work, is a methodology to reduce the size of the diagnoser (which
is potentially exponentially large due to incorporation of tick events). In [ZKW03],
the consider the problem of model reduction (of the diagnoser) in the presence of
partial observability with multiple faults possible. Faults are again assumed to be
modeled within the system itself.
In [Had03], the author effectively presents a method for the detection of mul-
tiple faults in a non-concurrent manner for fully observable discrete state digital
controllers. A fault as defined in this paper is actually a corruption of the controller
state which can occur from noise for example. He utilizes redundancy to provide
fault detection capabilities by adding states to the controller. His contribution is in
the application of non-concurrent error detection which allows for a power-savings
and higher circuit reliability. It is very applicable to the design of fault-tolerant
digital controllers and observers.
Diagnosis is of interest within the Artificial Intelligence community because it is
a good example of a reasoning problem. Researchers are interested in developing
a consistent and workable theory of reasoning and the diagnosis problem serves as
a good example for several reasons [Dav84]. The fact that it is of extreme practical
interest is also a motivating factor.
In [Dav84], Davis presents a system that reasons about other systems using spe-
cial programming languages to describe the structure and behavior of the system
under consideration. The author considers the problem of component level trou-
bleshooting of digital hardware in the example. The main thrust of the work, how-
ever, is motivational. The author frames the reasoning problem of which diagnosis
is an example, and discusses many of the important concepts found in model-based
reasoning. In this work, a system is composed of interacting components each of
which can be modeled in some way. A failure occurs when some component(s)
behaves in some non-expected way. Interestingly, the author also introduces the
concept of CONSTRAINT SUSPENSION which is directly analogous to our idea of a
relaxed language. The importance of causality is also discussed.
deKleer presents an expanded rules based reasoning systems called the as-
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sumption based truth maintenance system (ATMS) in [deK86a, deK86b] . deKleer
and Williams expand this work and apply it to the diagnosis of multiple faults in
[dW87]. The systems the authors consider are also composed of component systems
that interact in a well defined way. In it the authors introduce a diagnosis system
called the general diagnostic engine (GDE). The GDE uses model based prediction
with a modified ATMS system to diagnose systems. Probabilistic information about
the system is derived automatically from the causal structure of the model and the
probability information for the individual components. The GDE and the method
presented is applied to the troubleshooting of digital circuits.
Davis and Hamscher also address the problem of diagnosis by using model-based
reasoning techniques in [DH88]. In this work the description of the system does
not include faulty behaviors. A fault is detected when the observed behavior is no
longer consistent with the modeled behaviors. In [JdKR92], this is characterized as
a MINIMAL DIAGNOSIS, because information about faults and exoneration strategies
are not included. An exoneration strategy is a rule that excludes a component from
certain diagnoses.
Struss and Dressler extend these ideas to include models of faulty behavior
which results in a better diagnosis at the expense of modeling time [SD89]. The au-
thors discuss how a-priori knowledge of typical failure modes properly represented
can result in a dramatic improvement in the model-based reasoning approach to
diagnosis. They use an interesting example, where the system is composed of a
battery, three bulbs, and the interconnecting wires. In the model based reasoning
approach using the GDE of deKleer[dW87], a diagnosis of a system with two light
bulbs non-functioning could result in a diagnosis where the battery is dead and a
wire is incorrectly supplying voltage! Addition of failure information can eliminate
these types of obviously erroneous diagnoses.
Symbolic causal networks [DP94a, DP94b, PC98] provide a systematic way of
constructing logically correct databases used in reasoning systems. Symbolic causal
networks are directed acyclic graphs used to describe causal influences, and by the
method of construction they insure that causal inconsistencies are avoided. This
is another example of the use of model-based reasoning techniques. Timing can
10
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be incorporated in these models, and in [PC98] the authors utilize temporal causal
networks to consider fault detection in the DES framework.
Temporal logic is of great interest to the computer science community and there
is a host of literature covering different flavors of temporal logic, a few of which are
CTL, CTL*, and LTL. As stated, temporal logic is largely used in addressing the veri-
fication problem. A Kripke structure (a labeled finite state machine) specifies some
process, and temporal logic statements can be used to specify desired properties
of this process. In verification, this information is used to determine whether the
specified properties are satisfied by the Kripke structure. For some good references
in temporal logic see [HR00, MP91, Kro87, GO94]. Temporal logic has also been
applied to problems in DES. In [JK03c], temporal logic is used for the problem of
supervision. In [JK03b, JK03a], the authors consider the use of temporal logic for
the problem of diagnosis.
In the next chapter, we review condition system models and the languages gen-
erated by these models. We then introduce the notion of relaxed languages.
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Chapter 3
Condition Systems
In this dissertation, we consider systems represented by CONDITION SYSTEMS. Con-
dition systems are a form of Petri net with explicit inputs and outputs called CON-
DITIONS. These conditions allow us to represent the interaction of subsystems, as
well as the interaction of a system with a controller [HGSA00]. The condition
system models share similarities to interpreted Petri nets. They are a subset of
the condition-event models developed by Sreenivas and Krogh, and considered by
Hanisch, Kowalewski, and others [HLR97, SK91, KLLU98].
Our main interest in the use of Condition System models in this work is twofold.
First, condition system models that describe the open loop behavior of a system are
already being used in control synthesis among other things, and our interest is in the
reuse of these models. The generation of models is problematic (which hopefully
condition systems alleviate to some degree) and the reuse of models could result
in a huge time savings in system design. It would also help insure that a controller
and a diagnoser are more consistent.
The second reason for use of condition system models over traditional DES mod-
els deals with how cause and effect relationships are clearly defined in a condition
system model. Many discrete systems have a well defined cause and effect relation-
ship between subsystems. Condition systems (under our assumptions) capture this
gracefully by the use of state communication and by the use of a partition on the
set of conditions into input and output conditions for some subsystem. With con-
dition systems, descriptions of a real world system can be modeled using a more
direct cause and effect methodology. The models also clearly show these causal
relationships.
12
This chapter is organized into two sections. In the first section, we review condi-
tion systems, present our first assumption, and introduce the examples used in the
remainder of the dissertation. In the second section, we focus on the language gen-
erated by a condition system. Here we introduce the notion of a relaxed language,
and we define a failure and failure diagnosis in terms of relaxed languages.
3.1 Condition System Models
In this section, we define a condition system as a form of Petri Net that requires
conditions for enabling of transitions, and that outputs conditions (establishes the
truth of certain conditions) according to its marking. Further discussion of the
condition systems we consider can be found in [HGSA00, HA98a].
A condition system is composed of distinct subsystems (each is represented by
a model). The systems that we consider interact with each other and with their
outside environment through CONDITIONS. A condition is a signal that either has
value “true”, or “false”.
Let AllC be the universe of all conditions, such that for each condition c in AllC,
there also exists a negated condition denoted ¬c , where ¬(¬c) = c.
Definition 3.1 formally defines condition systems that we consider for this dis-
sertation. Refer to figure 3.1 for an example condition system.
Definition 3.1 A condition system G is characterized by a finite set of states MG,
a next state mapping fG : MG × 2AllC −→ 2MG , and a condition output mapping
gG : MG −→ 2AllC. In this dissertation, we assume thatMG, fG, and gG are defined
through a form of Petri net consisting of a set of places PG, a set of transitions TG,
a set of directed arcs AG between places and transitions, and a condition mapping
function ΦG(·), where (∀p)ΦG(p) ⊆ AllC maps output conditions to each place, and
(∀t)ΦG(t) ⊆ AllC maps ENABLING CONDITIONS to each transition. The net is related
toMG, fG, and gG in the following manner:
1. THE STATES ARE THE MARKINGS OF THE PETRI NET: each state m ∈ MG is a
function over PG that represents a mapping of non-negative integers to places.
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2. THE OUTPUT CONDITIONS HAVE THEIR TRUTH VALUE ESTABLISHED BY MARKED
PLACES: for any m ∈MG,
gG(m) = {c | ∃p s.t. c ∈ ΦG(p) and m(p) ≥ 1} , where gG(m) is the set of
output conditions forced "true" by marking m.
3. NEXT-STATE DYNAMICS DEPEND ON STATE ENABLING AND CONDITION ENABLING:
for any m ∈ MG and any set TrueC ⊆ AllC of conditions with value “true”,
m ′ ∈ fG(m, TrueC) if and only if there exists some transition set T such that
(a) T is STATE-ENABLED, meaning (∀p ∈ PG) m(p) ≥ |{t ∈ T | p is input to t}|
(b) T is CONDITION-ENABLED, meaning (∀t ∈ T) ΦG(t) ⊆ TrueC
(c) the next marking m ′ satisfies ∀p ∈ PG, m ′(p) = m(p) − |{t ∈
T | p is input to t}|+ |{t ∈ T | p is output of t}|
4. MG IS CLOSED UNDER fG(·): if m ∈ MG and m ′ ∈ fG(m, TrueC) for some
TrueC ⊆ AllC, then m ′ ∈MG.
We note that items in 3a and 3c above correspond to standard Petri net state en-
abling and firing of a transition set, respectively. Item 3b adds an additional tran-
sition set enabling constraint that the input conditions to each transition must also
be within the considered set TrueC of true conditions.
Figure 3.1 shows an example condition system. As in standard Petri Net litera-
ture, places are represented by circles, transitions are represented by bars, directed
arcs show connectivity, and the state of the system is represented by tokens located
within places. Dashed arcs indicate the flow of conditions between subsystems.
For this dissertation, we have also refined our definition of a condition system
by requiring that the set of markings,MG, be finite. We believe that this restriction
is entirely realistic, and will limit the modeling power of the system very little in
regards to our aims.
We are principally interested in using these models first to describe the open
loop behavior of a system, and second to describe specifications of expected behav-
ior which are used for controller generation. It is generally true that real world
systems are typically limited in capability by physical constraints, and in as much
14
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Figure 3.1: The Condition System model of the Plant (Part 1-Pick and Place Sys-
tem).
are amenable to modeling using models that are bounded in the number of tokens
they can have. Likewise, specifications are typically limited in scope and are also
amenable to modeling using such models.
We define the output condition set for a system G as Cout(G) = {c ∈ ΦG(p) | p ∈
PG}. Similarly, define Cin(G) = {c ∈ ΦG(t) | t ∈ TG}. An example of a condition
system is shown in figure 3.1.
Note that a condition system can be subdivided into subsystems, where each
subsystem is a condition system over a set of connected places and transitions which
are disconnected from all other places and transitions. In the example of figure 3.1,
there are eight such subsystems. For the remainder of this dissertation, we use the
notation G to indicate the complete system, and the notation {G1, . . . Gn} to indicate
the set of subsystems in G. Given an initial markingm0 of G, we letm0,i denote the
marking over just the places in Gi ∈ G. We also make the following assumption on
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the structure of our subsystems.
Unique Condition Source Assumption (UCS Assumption): For any subsystem
Gi ∈ G and any condition c ∈ Cout(Gi), the following are assumed to hold:
1. c IS NOT AN OUTPUT OF ANY OTHER SUBSYSTEM: ∀j 6= i, c 6∈ Cout(Gj).
2. Gi DOES NOT OUTPUT CONTRADICTIONS: the condition system Gi is such that
for all markings m ∈MGi, either c ∈ gGi(m) or ¬c ∈ gGi(m), but not both.
Item 1 ensures the modularity of the system by requiring that each condition is
output by at most one subsystem, Gi. This is a natural assumption for the types
of systems we consider. Namely, we are interested in describing discrete systems
that are developed, designed and implemented in a distributed and hierarchical
manner. Typically, interactions between elements in such a system are required
and are naturally unique. Due to item 2 of the assumption above, we will simplify
our examples by only labeling places which output the positive value of a given
condition c, and we omit the explicit labeling of places of the negation ¬c. We
similarly will omit the negation of conditions when discussing condition sets, when
the meaning should be clear. 1
In previous work, [HGSA00],[GH00],[GH01], we require that the open loop
model describing the system be bound to one token per subsystem. In this disser-
tation, we allow multiple tokens per subsystem, and so the system described above
actually extends the model capabilities considered.
Example 3.1 Consider a simple assembly cell shown in figure 3.2. Sub-assemblies
are loaded onto a conveyor system under certain restrictions. An assembly machine
places a mating part onto the sub-assembly and the conveyor delivers the finished
part to the part chute.
A portion of the condition system model of the assembly station is shown in
figure 3.1. The rest of the model is shown in figure 3.6 and is not used in this
1We note that although the UCS assumption is logical for physical system models, the first state-
ment of the assumption does not apply to the CONTROLLER LOGIC condition system models as syn-
thesized by the methods in [HGSA00].
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example. The assembly station takes parts from the parts bin and places them onto
a waiting assembly. Our approach is to generate a plant model that captures the
open-loop behavior (with a few exceptions included for brevity) of a system. Inputs
to the top level models represent actuation signals that drive the system to new
outputs. The outputs located at the bottom of the figures represents the output
conditions of a plant, and typically represent sensors and other observations from
the plant.
left/right 
up/down
part bin(unmodelled)
Exit Chute
Sensor Sensor Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
gripper(unmodelled)
figure 2: hardtooled robot
Load
Station
conveyor
Outside of dotted line
figure 3: rest of the Plant
conveyor delivery system
asm.
parts
fiuished
asm.
Figure 3.2: A depiction of the system used in the examples for this dissertation.
3.2 Condition system languages and the descriptive or-
dering
In the section, we introduce the notation and formalisms of the language gener-
ated by condition systems. We also introduce the notion of a descriptive ordering
which will allow us to compare elements of these languages (sequences of condition
sets). Elements of this language are sequences of condition sets that can represent
the evolution of a condition system. These sequences can also be used to specify
the desired behavior of some system (i.e. a specification mechanism). In this dis-
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sertation we are also interested in using these ideas in the definition of a relaxed
language, a fault detection and a fault diagnosis.
The behavior of a condition system can be described by sequences of condition
sets. A condition set sequence, called a C-SEQUENCE, is a finite length sequence of
condition sets. Each condition set sequence is of the form (C0C1 . . . Ck) for some
integer k and sets Ci ⊆ AllC for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k. The sequence is said to be CONTRA-
DICTION FREE if for each Ci for any c ∈ Ci, then ¬c /∈ Ci. A set of C-sequences is
called a language, and the language consisting of all C-sequences is denoted L.
Definition 3.2 Given a condition system G and a marking m0, define the language
L(G,m0) ⊆ L to be the set of condition set sequences such that (C0C1C2 . . . Cn) ∈
L(G,m0) if there exists some marking sequence m0m1 . . .mk and index mapping
function j(i) with j(0) = 0, j(k) = n such that
1. MARKINGS EVOLVE ACCORDING TO CONDITIONS:
mi+1 ∈ fG(mi, Cj(i)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
2. OUTPUT CONDITIONS RESULT ONLY FROM THE MARKING:
gG(mi) = Cj(i) ∩ Cout(G),
3. SEQUENCING IS MAINTAINED: A marking mi+1 either maps to condition se-
quence element Cj(i) corresponding to prior marking mi in the marking se-
quence, or it maps to the next condition sequence element. More formally, for
any 0 ≤ i < k,
j(i+ 1) = j(i) or j(i+ 1) = j(i) + 1;
The above definition deserves some explanation. The notation Cj(i) indicates the
condition set associated with the ith marking. By statement 2, the output conditions
in set Cj(i) correspond to the marking mi, and by statement 1, marking mi evolves
to marking mi+1 only if enabled under condition set Cj(i).
The marking sequence and condition set sequence have different indices because
the mapping between the sequences is not necessarily one-to-one. For example, a
marking could change from mi to mi+1, but g(mi) and g(mi+1) could be the same.
Thus, it is possible that both markings could correspond to the same condition set
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Figure 3.3: Examples of signal time lines corresponding to the C-sequence s =
({a}, {ab}, {c}, {bd}).
in the given C-sequence. This then implies that there could be fewer condition sets
in the C-sequence than distinct markings in the corresponding marking sequence.
Furthermore, note that for any m and any C, m ∈ fG(m,C), since it is possible
that no transitions fired. From statement 3, then it is possible thatmi+1 = mi. These
two identical markings could map to different condition sets, so it is possible to have
more condition sets in the C-sequence than distinct markings in the corresponding
marking sequence. Finally, we point out that L(G,m0) is obviously prefix-closed
(excluding the empty prefix).
A C-sequence can be viewed as a sequence of conditions that must be true
over certain unspecified though ordered time periods. Given a C-sequence s =
(C0C1 . . . Cn) and some 0 ≤ i ≤ n, Ci represents a subset of conditions (or negated
conditions) that are true for some (possibly non-unique) period of time. Ci does
not have to include all true conditions over the time period. However, the time pe-
riod that Ci represents must follow immediately after the time period represented
by Ci−1, and must be followed immediately by the time period represented by Ci+1.
Thus, for the sequence s = ({a} {ab} {c} {bd}), one such time-line is shown in figure
3.3. Note that the condition b may be true throughout the time line, but does not
have to be listed in all condition sets in the sequence. This is analogous to a “don’t
care” condition on its value when it is not specified.
We need to describe important characteristics of condition sequences without
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listing all details of all condition activity within the sequence. A convenient way
to characterize a sequence is through a partial ordering “≤” which we refer to as
the DESCRIPTIVE ORDERING, which can be used to compare features of different
sequences. Further explanation of the ordering is given in [HA98b]. We define it
again below: 2
Definition 3.3 Define the DESCRIPTIVE ORDERING ≤ over condition sequences such
that
1. (C1C ′1) ≤ (C2) if C1 ⊆ C2 and C ′1 ⊆ C2.
2. (C1) ≤ (C2C ′2) if C1 ⊆ C2 and C1 ⊆ C ′2.
3. Given C-sequences s1, s ′1, s2, and s
′
2 such that s1 ≤ s ′1 and s2 ≤ s ′2, then
s1s2 ≤ s ′1s ′2
4. If s1 ≤ s2 and s2 ≤ s3, then s1 ≤ s3 .
From the definition above, we see that given sequences s1 and s2, if s1 ≤ s2,
then s1 contains no more condition information in it than s2, and s2 can be said to
be AT LEAST AS DESCRIPTIVE as s1. If s1 ≤ s2 and s2 ≤ s1, then the sequences are
said to be equivalent under the ordering, written as s1 ≡ s2.
Items 1 and 2 in the definition above establish the ordering based on subsets
of condition sets, item 3 considers the concatenation of smaller ordered sequences,
and item 4 defines the ordering to be transitive. Recall that conditions that are not
listed are either “don’t care” or “don’t know” conditions. The descriptive ordering
lets us omit consideration of specific conditions during periods when they are not of
interest, while still allowing comparison of some basic sequencing characteristics.
Example 3.2 To illustrate the descriptive ordering, consider the following condi-
2In earlier works such as [HA98b], the term ELABORATIVE ORDERING was used instead of descrip-
tive ordering.
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tions.
s1 = ({a}{b}{a})
s2 = ({a}{a}{a}{b}{a})
s3 = ({a, c}{b, c}{a, d})
s4 = ({a, b})
The following relationships are true.
s1 ≡ s2 < s3
s1 ≡ s2 < s4
However, s3 and s4 are not comparable under the descriptive ordering. To illustrate
why, note that {a, b} 6⊆ {a, c} and {a, c} 6⊆ {a, b}, so the sequences cannot be ordered.
Let (AllC) be the C-sequence of length one that consists of all conditions (includ-
ing negations). Note that it is inherently contradictory. Let (∅) be the C-sequence
of length one that consists of no conditions. The following results can be shown.
Lemma 3.1 The following statements are true:
1. s ≤ (AllC) for any C-sequence s ;
2. (∅) ≤ s for any C-sequence s ;
3. (C) ≡ (CC) ≡ (CCC) ≡ (Cn) for any condition set C and any n > 0 ;
4. Given C-sequences s1 and s2 and condition set C, s1Cs2 ≡ s1CCs2;
5. Given C-sequences s1 and s2, and condition sets C,C ′, if C ⊆ C ′, then s1Cs2 ≤
s1C
′s2.
Note that statement 1 of lemma 3.1 says that the condition sequence consisting
of the set of all conditions (and their negations) being true is the most descriptive
of all C-sequences (but it is contradictory). Statement 2 says that the sequence
consisting of just an empty set of conditions is the least descriptive C-sequence,
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since it says nothing about the truth value of any condition at any time. Statement
3 says that any finite nonzero length sequence of a condition set is equivalent to
any other finite nonzero length sequence of the same set. Statement 4 says that
duplication of a condition set within a sequence results in an equivalent sequence.
Statement 5 considers two sequences that differ only in a single condition set, where
the set in the first sequence is a subset of the set in the second sequence. The
statement then says that the second sequence is more descriptive.
Proof of lemma 3.1:
(From [HA98a]) We prove the lemma statements in reverse order. To show
lemma statement 5, note that by definition 3.3 items 1 and 2, (C) ≤ (CC) ≤ (C ′),
so by transitivity, (C) ≤ (C ′). Concatenating these onto s1 and then concatenating
on s2, using the definition’s item 3 then gives us the lemma’s statement 5.
Statement 4 says that insertion of a duplicate condition in a sequence results
in an equivalent C-sequence. From definition 3.3 items 1 and 2, it follows that
(CC) ≡ (C). Statement 4 then follows with the definition item 3 by concatenating
these onto the sequence s1 and then concatenating on s2.
Lemma statement 3 is a direct consequence of the repeated application of
statement 4 on a sequence of identical condition sets. To show statement 1,
substitute each individual condition set in the sequence s with the set AllC. By the
lemma item 5, this sequence of repeated AllC is more descriptive than the original
sequence, and by statement 3, it is equivalent to the unit-length sequence (AllC).
Lemma statement 2 is done in a similar manner.
3.3 Relaxed Languages
In this section, we introduce the concept of a RELAXED language which will be used
in the next chapter to define a diagnosis of a condition system. Briefly a relaxed
language is the language generated by a system when the constraints imposed by a
subsystem are removed. The notion of relaxed language is used in the identification
of faulty subsystems. We conclude this section with some examples of the concepts
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introduced in this section.
It is important to note from Definition 3.2 that for a subsystem Gi, except for
output conditions of Gi and for input conditions required for transition enabling in
Gi, whether some other condition is true or false or unspecified does not influence a
C-sequence’s inclusion in L(Gi,m0,i). Thus, L(Gi,m0,i) by its definition will contain
C-sequences with all possible valuations over time of such "irrelevant" conditions.
This observation leads us to our first main contribution of this dissertation. In this
first proof, we show that the language generated by the system is the intersection
of the subsystem languages. This will allow us to establish the relaxed language
framework on which this research is based.
Theorem 3.1 Given a condition system G = {G1 . . . Gn} satisfying the UCS assump-
tion, then:
L(G,m0) =
⋂
1≤i≤n
L(Gi,m0,i) (3.1)
Proof: Follows directly from lemma 4 of [HGSA00]. By Definition 3.2, any
C-sequence s in the language L(G,m0) must correspond to a sequence of markings
of G. Projecting these markings only on the places in a subsystem Gi, we see that
the C-sequence also must correspond to this sequence of markings over Gi, so
s ∈ L(Gi,m0,i) also. To prove in the other direction, it is sufficient to note that for
some s 6∈ L(G,m0), some statement in definition 3.2 must be violated. Statement
1 just defines an indexing relationship. Suppose that such an indexing is possible
up to condition set Ck in the sequence, but no such indexing is possible thereafter
due to either the violation of statement 2 or statement 3. If it is statement 3 that
is violated, then some transition necessary for the progression of markings must
not be enabled by the condition sequence. This would also violate the transition
enabling for the subsystem Gi containing that transition, so s 6∈ L(Gi,m0,i) also. For
statement 2 to be violated, the first case is that some condition that is output from
a marked place is not shown in the corresponding condition set. This would mean
that for the subsystem Gi containing that marked place, s 6∈ L(Gi,m0,i). The second
case is that some output condition is in Ck+1, but there is not a corresponding
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marking. By the UCS assumption, the condition is uniquely associated with some
subsystem Gi, so it is also true that s 6∈ L(Gi,m0,i). We have thus shown the
theorem.
Extending this idea, we define the language created by neglecting the constraints
imposed by one subsystem. We call this a RELAXED language since the language is
larger than and contains the original language. To generate the new subsystem
Gi,NEW that, when combined with the other subsystem models, implements the
relaxed behavior we merely need to create two places for each output condition in
the original subsystem (∀c ∈ Cout(Gi)). One place outputs c and one place outputs
the negated condition ¬c (in the figure: ΦGi,new(p1) = {c} and ΦGi,new(p2) = {¬c}.
Connect these places with two transitions that have no enabling conditions (i.e.
ΦGi,new(t) = ∅ for both t) as shown in figure 3.4
p’p
t
t’
c
¬c
Figure 3.4: Generating the portion of the net that outputs c or ¬c
We assign one token for each pair of these places. We pick an initial marking
m0,i,NEW for the new subsystem such that the requirement g(m0,i) = g(m0,i,NEW)
holds. This obviously can be accomplished in a finite number of steps. An example
is shown in figure 3.5
Note that L(Gi,NEW,m0,i,NEW) is the set of all contradiction free sequences for
which the beginning condition set observation is consistent with the observation
expected from the given initial marking. THIS IS INDEPENDENT OF ANY NET DYNAM-
ICS, so for any sequence in L(Gi,NEW,m0,i,NEW), all condition sets after the first are
entirely unrestrained (other than being contradiction free).
Definition 3.4 Given a system G and someGi ∈ G, define the language L(G/Gi,m0)
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as
L(G/Gi,m0) :=
( ⋂
1≤j≤n,j6=i
L(Gj,m0,j)
)
∩ L(Gi,NEW,m0,i,NEW) (3.2)
From Theorem 3.1, we see that we can view each subsystem Gi ∈ G as a con-
straint that restricts the behavior of conditions in Cout(Gi) within L(G,m0). We can
thus view L(G/Gi,m0) as a relaxed language, because we are thus removing the
constraint (other than initial condition values) that Gi imposed on the language.
Note that it follows from the definition that L(G,m0) ⊆ L(G/Gi,m0) for any Gi ∈ G.
Additionally, we will say the system G is RELAXED WITH RESPECT TO a subsystem
Gi to identify the system with language L(G/Gi,m0).
Finally we conclude this section with a brief definition of observability over con-
ditions. Let Cobs ⊆ AllC be a set of conditions which can be observed, where it is
implied that if c ∈ Cobs, then ¬c ∈ Cobs. These observed conditions can include
inputs and outputs of G, and potentially conditions that have no relationship to G.
Given a C-sequence (C0C1 . . . Ck), define the projection over some set Cobs ⊆ AllC
as
(C0C1 . . . Ck) |Cobs := ((C0 ∩ Cobs)(C1 ∩ Cobs) . . . (Ck ∩ Cobs))
This is generalized over sets of C-sequences using our equivalence relationship for
C-sequences. Thus, the projection of the language over the observable conditions is
defined as:
L(G,m0) |Cobs := {s | ∃s ′ ∈ L(G,m0) s.t. s ≡ s ′|Cobs}
Example 3.3 Suppose that
s ′ = ({c1, c2}{c1,¬c2}{¬c1,¬c2}{¬c1, c2}) ∈ L(G,m0)
If Cobs = {c1,¬c1}, then
s ′|Cobs = ({c1}{c1}{¬c1}{¬c1})
and is in L(G,m0)|Cobs. Since the sequence ({c1}{¬c1}) ≡ ({c1}{c1}{¬c1}{¬c1}), then
also
({c1}{¬c1}) ∈ L(G,m0)|Cobs
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Example 3.4 Consider a plant represented by figure 3.1. There is a horizon-
tal motion actuator and a vertical motion actuator. There are 9 subsystems in
this plant including 5 subsystems that input or output observable conditions,
(G1, G3, G4, G5, G6, G8, G9). The condition inputs to G1 and G6 are considered
control inputs to the plant and are hence observable. The condition outputs of
G3, G4, G5, G8, and G9 are sensor signals, and are thus also observable. The set
of Cobs of observable conditions consists of conditions GoLeft, GoRight, GoOff,
GoDown, AtLeft, AtHome, AtRight, AtDown, AtUp and their negations.
An example C-sequence representing movement of the horizontal position from
Left to Home (neglecting vertical motion subsystems G6−G9 and omitting negated
conditions) would be:
s ′ = ({Left,AtLeft,GoRight,MotorRight},
{LH,AtLeft,GoRight,MotorRight},
{LH,GoRight,MotorRight},
{Home,GoRight,MotorRight},
{Home,AtHome,GoRight,MotorRight})
(We omit the negative conditions for ease of discussion. However, by the UCS
Assumption, if AtHome is not listed as explicitly true but is an output condition
of the system being considered, then the negated condition ¬AtHome is assumed
true.) Note that we pass through the outputs {LH,AtLeft,GoRight,MotorRight}
and {Home,GoRight,MotorRight} briefly, assuming that the sensors respond to
the arm positions very quickly.
The observable C-sequence from s ′ is then
s ′|Cobs = ({AtLeft,GoRight},
{GoRight},
{AtHome,GoRight}).
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To complete this chapter, we include the condition system models as shown in
figure 3.6. These sub-assemblies complete the simple assembly cell of figure 3.2.
This model captures the behavior of the of the conveyor delivery system and loading
operation.
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Chapter 4
Fault Diagnosis in Condition Systems
In this chapter, we formally define the detection and diagnosis problem within the
condition system framework. Briefly, a detection operates on an observed sequence
and when the observed sequence from the plant does not match any of the expected
behaviors within the model of the plant then we have a fault. The diagnosis returns
a set of potential candidate components that could be the source of the problem.
For a given system, we use superscripts to distinguish between the “real” system,
GR, and our “model” system of expected behavior, GE. We also extend the super-
script to the C-sequences and markings that we consider. For example, a C-sequence
of the “real” system is denoted by (CR0 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k) and the initial marking by m
R
0 .
The real system is represented by a model (never created) that fully represents
the system under consideration. We observe this real system through observable
C-sequences. Ideally, the EXPECTED SYSTEM (our model) completely captures the
behavior of the REAL SYSTEM. We will use the notion of real and expected system to
define a diagnosis.
Definition 4.1 A subsystem is said to have a FAULT if the language of the real com-
ponent (GRi ) is not contained within the language of the corresponding model (G
E
i )
of the expected behavior, i.e. L(GRi ,m
R
0,i) 6⊆ L(GEi ,mE0,i) is a fault of component GRi .
The following assumption defines consistency requirements between the models
of a system and their real world counterparts (items 1 and 2), and it requires that
only one fault can occur at a time (item 3).
Assumption 4.1 Model-Reality Relationship Assumption (MRR Assumption):
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The real and expected systems are made up of component models such that
GR = {GR1 , . . . , GRnR} and GE = {GE1 , . . . , GRnE} respectively for some positive integers
nR and nE. For GR and GE we require:
1. ALL COMPONENTS FOUND IN THE EXPECTED MODEL ALSO EXIST IN THE PHYSICAL
SYSTEM WITH THE SAME OUTPUTS: nE ≤ nR, and Cout(GRi ) = Cout(GEi ) for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ nE;
2. THE OBSERVED OUTPUTS OF THE REAL SYSTEM AND THE MODEL ARE THE SAME
UNDER THEIR INITIAL MARKINGS: Given any (CR0 ) ∈ L(GR,mR0 )|Cobs and (CE0 ) ∈
L(GE,mE0 )|Cobs, then CR0 ∩ Cout(GR) = CE0 ∩ Cout(GE).
3. THERE EXISTS AT MOST A SINGLE SUBSYSTEM FAULT: there exists at most one i
such that L(GRi ,m
R
0,i) 6⊆ L(GEi ,mE0,i).
We specifically note that under our MRR assumption, it is possible for there to
be subsystems in the real system, GR, that have not been modeled in the expected
system. This will allow us to diagnose a system even when the system descrip-
tion, GE, is incomplete in its modeling of the real system’s dynamics, GR. Or more
precisely there may exist some GRj for j > nE with some c ∈ Cout(GRj ) such that
c ∈ Cin(GRi ) − Cin(GEi ) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ nE . In this situation, a diagnosis would
return the influenced subsystem (i.e. GRi ). These unmodeled subsystems may in-
fluence subsystems with corresponding models of expected behavior through some
unmodeled interconnection. For example, consider figure 4.1 where there exists
some unmodeled subsystem, GR5 , in the real system that is not represented in the
model of the system, GE.
MRR assumption item 3 is the major limitation in this work. In practical sys-
tems, a failure of one component or subsystem often leads to other component
failures. This issue is complicated by the fact that failure relationships may exist
between the subsystems that are not captured in our condition system model. As
an example consider a failed actuator which then leads to a broken spray head on
another subsystem. Clearly these models may not share input or output conditions
and hence would be considered causally independent with regards to the condi-
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Figure 4.1: A possible situation that occurs when a real component (or interaction)
in GR is not modeled in GE.
tion system. Resolution of this issue is important, but it obviously complicates the
problem considerably. We also envision it will make the solution much less graceful
and intuitive in that it would require further human intervention in terms of spec-
ifying these types of physical causal interactions. Our approach requires no extra
specification and thus no extra work for the specifier.
Let sobs be an observed C-sequence. A FAULT HAS BEEN DETECTED if it is deter-
mined that sobs 6∈ L(GE,mE0 )|Cobs, i.e. the observed behavior is not consistent with
the expected behavior defined by the model. A FAULT DIAGNOSIS is a localization of
where the real system and the model of expected good behavior are inconsistent.
This is formally expressed as follows.
Definition 4.2 Consider an observed C-sequence sobs = (CR0 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k) such that
prior to the last condition set observation, the sequence was consistent with the
expected behavior, (CR0 . . . C
R
k−1) ∈ L(GE,mE0 )|Cobs. Define Diagnosis(sobs) ⊆ GE
such that GEi ∈ Diagnosis(sobs) if:
1. The complete observation sequence is not consistent with expected behavior:
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sobs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs, and
2. The observed sequence is consistent with the behavior of relaxing the behavior
of subsystem GEi :
sobs ∈ (L(GE/GEi ,mE0 )) |Cobs.
Note from the above definition that we restrict our interest to observed se-
quences which represent acceptable behavior prior to the most recent observed
condition set, when the sequence became no longer representative of correct be-
havior. Thus, using the terminology of the preceding section, from the above defi-
nition, sobs is not within the expected behavior of the plant, but it is in the behavior
resulting from relaxing after the initial time the behavior constraints imposed by
some subsystem GEi ∈ Diagnosis(sobs). In other words, if we allow the subsys-
tem outputs Cout(GEi ) to take on any possible sequences of values (regardless of
the subsystem inputs Cin(GEi ) or the dynamics imposed by the model G
E
i ) following
the initial output, some such sequence of values of Cout(GEi ) would account for the
behavior observed (input and output) from the remainder of the subsystems.
We note from the definition above that determining the Diagnosis(sobs) set is
equivalent to n + 1 language inclusion tests for sobs, where n is the number of
component models (one inclusion test for statement 1 and n inclusion tests for
statement 2). This inclusion testing also yields a detection of a fault occurrence.
Given a finite length sobs, each inclusion test can be computed in a finite number of
calculations. This relies on the finiteness of the marking space. However, the lan-
guage inclusion test involves determining paths in the marking reachability graph
of the system, and can be quite involved. For this reason, we show how to detect
faults utilizing our controller models in chapter 6, and in chapter 7 we introduce
a method to diagnose faults by approximating Diagnosis(sobs). This approxima-
tion method relies on the causal structure of the system, and is suitable for rapid
diagnosis of faults.
Also note from the MRR Assumption we assume that at most one subsystem can
fail at any time. Thus, our definition of Diagnosis(sobs) considers the relaxation of
at most one subsystem model.
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In [AH02a] and [AH02b], we partition the diagnosis problem into the prob-
lem of detection (determining when a fault occurs), and diagnosis (determining
the source of the fault). In those papers, determining the source of a fault was
the focus. In standard D.E.S. literature, a diagnosis usually refers to both of these
activities. Evaluation of definition 4.2 detects and diagnoses faulty behaviors. Eval-
uation of definition 4.2 item 1 yields a detection of a fault in that a fault occurs if
Diagnosis(sobs) is non-empty, and is fault free if it is empty. Evaluation of defini-
tion 4.2 item 2 determines the set of potentially faulty subsystems.
Example 4.1 Consider the plant in Figure 3.1 and the following observed se-
quence,1
s1 = ({AtLeft,GoOff}, {AtLeft,GoOff}{AtLeft,AtHome,GoOff})
To determine Diagnosis(s1) directly from its definition, we must consider each
subsystem and ask if relaxing its model could give us the observed behavior. We
have Diagnosis(s1) = {G2, G4}, for the following reasons:
G1 : G1 6∈ Diagnosis(s1) since under the single fault assumption (MRR Assump-
tion item 1), even if the motor G1 failed, there is no way that the rest of the
system could output AtLeft and AtHome simultaneously.
G2 : G2 ∈ Diagnosis(s1) since if its model behavior were relaxed, it could po-
tentially output both Left and Home, driving G3 and G4 to output AtLeft and
AtHome.
G3 : G3 6∈ Diagnosis(s1), since even if G3 were failed, under the single fault
assumption, G2 should still not get to Home under condition GoOff.
1Note that the first and second condition sets in the sequence s1 are equal, so by lemma 3.1, this
is equivalent to the sequence consisting of just the first and third sets. However, in this example
we keep the second set in to emphasize that although the relaxed behaviors considered in diagnosis
must have the initial output consistent with the expected behavior’s initial output, the initial output
within the sequence does not have to change immediately.
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G4 : G4 ∈ Diagnosis(s1) since G4 could output AtHome unexpectedly.
Next, consider the sequence
s2 = ({AtLeft,GoRight}, {AtLeft,GoRight},
{AtLeft,GoRight,AtHome,AtRight})
We determine that Diagnosis(s2) = {G2}, since under the single fault assumption,
only the fault of G2 could account for AtLeft,AtHome, and AtRight to be simul-
taneously true.
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Chapter 5
An Exact Solution to the Diagnosis
Problem.
In this chapter, we present a method to determine Diagnosis(sobs) directly by
working in a system’s marking space. We then show that this method can be eval-
uated in a finite number of steps. As we shall see though, this process is computa-
tionally involved, but it complements a faster (but inexact) method to diagnose a
system presented in chapter 7. We envision that a system may employ both meth-
ods (when appropriate) in the identification of the source of an observed faulty
behavior. These methods also vary in that direct evaluation of the Diagnosis(sobs)
as in this chapter also yields a detection of a fault whereas the chapter 7 method
does not.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we present our method
for direct evaluation of Diagnosis(sobs). We then show that this method is EFFEC-
TIVELY COMPUTABLE (i.e.- a set of candidate subsystems is returned for a system
diagnosis in a finite amount of time).
5.1 An algorithm to determine Diagnosis(sobs) directly
In this section, we present an algorithmic method to determine Diagnosis(sobs).
Our main objective is not to present the most efficient method but instead to present
a method that we can show is effectively computable. A definition or algorithm is
EFFECTIVELY COMPUTABLE if a solution (in our case - a set of candidate subsystems)
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can be determined in a finite number of calculations. This is directly analogous to
the definition of decidability for Turing machines programs that provide a "yes" or
"no" answer.
The following definition is used throughout the remainder of this chapter. It
defines a condition set that is CONSISTENT with a marking given some model.
Definition 5.1 For some condition set C and some markingm define the following.
C is CONSISTENT with m under Cobs if gG(m)|Cobs = (C ∩ Cout)|Cobs.
In words, a condition set is consistent with a marking when the marking could
account for the observed output of the system under consideration (i.e. the ob-
served output is the condition set C ′ intersected with the set of observable out-
puts). This is a realistic assumption that requires that a model’s observed outputs
be generated when a model is considered for some marking.
First, we define three modified reachability definitions. The first is the set of
markings immediately reachable given some observable condition set, C. The last
two define sets of possible markings such that the set of observed output conditions
do not change.
Definition 5.2 Define the OBSERVABLE IMMEDIATELY REACHABLE MARKING SET
R1(m,C) for some marking m and the observable condition set C ⊆ Cobs as the
set of all immediately reachable markings :
R1(m,C) := {m ′ ∈ fG(m,C ′) | for some C ′ such that C ′|Cobs = C}
Definition 5.2 defines the set of next state markings immediately reachable given
the constraint imposed by the observable condition set, C.
In contrast to Definition 5.2 of R1(m,C) which defines the set of ALL markings
immediately reachable given C, R1const(m,C) given below defines the set of immedi-
ately reachable markings fromm such that the observable conditions of the system
DO NOT CHANGE. We note that within this set of markings, some conditions of the
system may be changing, but these conditions would be unobservable.
Definition 5.3 Define the OBSERVABLY INVARIANT IMMEDIATELY REACHABLE MARK-
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ING SET R1const(m,C) for some markingm and the observable condition set C ⊆ Cobs
as:
R1const(m,C) := {m
′ ∈ fG(m,C ′) | C ′|Cobs = C and m ′ is consistent with C}
By repetitively applying the previous definition, we extend this idea to complete
reachability for the observably invariant marking set.
Definition 5.4 Given some C ⊆ Cobs, R∞const(m,C) is the set of markings such that:
1. m ∈ R∞const(m,C) and
2. for each m ′ ∈ R∞const(m,C), then R1const(m ′, C) ⊆ R∞const(m,C)
We note that R∞const(m,C) does not necessarily equal the set of markings that
could correspond to the given set C. This is because there may be some markings
that yield an observation consistent with C that are only reachable from a marking
sequence that does not output C for every marking in the sequence.
To simplify the following, we assume that the C-sequences we consider are TRIM.
A trim C-sequence is of minimal length for its respective equivalence class. For a
trim C-Sequence, (C1, C2, . . . , Ck) the following holds true, Ci 6= Ci+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤
k− 1. Or, each successive condition in a trim C-Sequence contains new information
about the system. We note that we can easily make any such C-sequence trim by
repetitively removing repetitive condition sets. This follows from lemma 3.1.
We use a trim observable C-sequence, a condition system and an initial marking
to repetitively build sets of markings that could correspond to the observations
of the system (the condition sets within the C-sequence). We know we have a
failure whenever the set of markings corresponding to some observed condition set
is empty.
We will use the recursive definition as defined below in the final result of this
chapter. In essence, we define sequences of marking sets corresponding to sets
of observable conditions given an initial marking. As new condition sets are ob-
served, we will construct these marking sets and use them to determine whether
the observable C-sequence remains in the expected language of the system. In this
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Figure 5.1: An Illustration of How States Evolve in a Marking Space partitioned into
the setsMi andM+i .
way we can determine Diagnosis(sobs), hence showing definition 4.2 is effectively
computable.
Definition 5.5 Given a condition system G, an initial marking m0, and a trim ob-
servable C-sequence (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) such that C1 is consistent withm0, recursively
define the setsMi andM+i as:
1. M1 := {m0}.
2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, M+i := {m ′ |Ci is consistent with m ′ and m ′ ∈
R∞const(m,Ci) for some m ∈Mi}.
3. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,Mi+1 := {m ′ |Ci+1 is consistent with m ′
and ∃m ∈M+i such that m ′ ∈ R1(m,Ci)} .
The set,Mi+1, corresponds to a HOP-IN set of markings in that the system could
have transitioned from some marking that had an observation of Ci to one of the
hop-in set of markings that has an observation of Ci+1. This is the set of transition
markings that could account for the change in observation.
The set,M+i is an EXPANSION set that containsMi plus markings reachable from
markings inMi such that the observed conditions do not change. Figure 5.1 shows
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how an example trace of markings in the set of all markings would translate to
membership in the setsMi andM+i .
Now we are ready to present an algorithm that can be used to determine
Diagnosis(sobs). Algorithm 5.1 determines whether some observed C-Sequence
can be generated by the system given its initial marking. This algorithm can be used
directly to determine ( in a finite number of steps) item 1 of the Diagnosis(sobs)
definition. In the next section we show this and we also show how to use it to de-
termine item 2 of this definition given some additional steps and calculations. We
also show that these additional steps and calculations are effectively computable.
Algorithm 1: An algorithm to determine if an observed sequence is in the
expected language of the system.
Input: A trim sobs = (CR1 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k), GE, and mE0 .
Output: A YES or NO answer to the assertion sobs ∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs
(1) index = 1
(2) M1 = {mE0 }
(3) while (index < k){
(4) Given CRindex calculateM
+
index
(5) Given CRindex and C
R
index+1, calculateMindex+1
(6) if (Mindex+1 = ∅ )
(7) return NO.
(8) index = index+ 1
(9) }
(10) return YES.
Theorem 5.1 Given a trim sobs = (CR1 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k) , GE, and mE0 then algorithm 5.1
returns a "YES" if and only if sobs ∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs.
Proof: First note that by the MRR Assumption for index = 1 then sobs ∈
L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs by definition. Also note that for k = 1, then by the MRR Assumption
algorithm 5.1 returns "YES" by definition.
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(Only If) It suffices to show that if index = k and sobs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs, then
algorithm 5.1 returns "NO".
Let sobs = (CR1 . . . C
R
k−1). Let’s assume for index = k − 1 that s
′
obs ∈
L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs, and for index = k that sobs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs. For s ′obs there
must exist some marking sequence that is consistent with sobs for every marking in
the sequence and so by definition 5.5 there will be a non-empty Mindex+1 for each
0 ≤ index ≤ k − 2, and the algorithm will not have exited. Now for index = k,
since sobs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs then there does not exist a next state marking from
any of the possible markings from M+k−1 that outputs C
R
k and hence Mindex+1 for
index = k− 1 would be empty, which would make the algorithm exit with a "NO".
(If) Let’s assume for index = k − 1 that s ′obs ∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs , and for
index = k that sobs ∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs. For s ′obs there must exist some marking
sequence that is consistent with sobs for every marking in the sequence and so by
definition 5.5 there will be a non-empty Mindex+1 for each 0 ≤ index ≤ k − 2, and
the algorithm will not have exited. Now, for index = k, if sobs ∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs
then there must exist a next state marking from at least one of the possible
markings fromM+k−1 that outputs C
R
k and henceMindex+1 for index = k− 1 would
be non-empty. Since index = k the algorithm will exit with a "YES".
Our intention is to use this algorithm for evaluation of definition 4.2 item one di-
rectly. This part of the Diagnosis(sobs) definition yields a detection of an observed
fault.
We also can use this algorithm for evaluation definition 4.2 item two given some
extra work. This portion of the Diagnosis(sobs) definition is concerned with the
diagnosis of the fault(i.e. localization of faulty sub-system). To implement defini-
tion 4.2 item two using this algorithm we need to relax each sub-system, in turn,
and use algorithm 5.1 on the new system model. This will need to be done for each
sub-system individually, so if there are 10 sub-systems in the system model, then
we would apply this algorithm 10 times, once for each new system model where
one of the sub-systems relaxed.
In the next section, we show that the algorithm presented yields an evaluation
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of Diagnosis(sobs) and that this can be computed in a finite number of steps.
5.2 Diagnosis(sobs) is effectively computable
In this section we show that definition 4.2 can be directly evaluated for a system
in a finite number of calculations. As we shall see though, an exact solution is
computationally complex in general, although it provides a best possible diagnosis
within the constraints of observability.
First note that finding if C is consistent with m is a simple set intersection on
finite sets and is hence effectively computable. Also, finding the sets R1(m,C) and
R1const(m,C) is effectively computable. Given some marking,m, we can directly de-
termine R1(m,C) and R1const(m,C) by considering each marking inMG to determine
if it meets the requirements of definition 5.3.
The following lemma shows that R∞const(m,C) is effectively computable.
Lemma 5.1 Given some condition system, a marking, m and a corresponding ob-
servable condition set, C ⊆ Cobs satisfying the MRR Assumption, R∞const(m,C) is
effectively computable.
Proof:
We show that applying this definition is effectively computable by sketching out
an algorithm to determine R∞const(m,C). Given the starting marking, m ∈ MG,
define set R with R = {m}. Determine R1(m,C) which requires at most |MG | − 1
states to consider and the add these markings to R. Then R has been determined in
a finite number of steps. If there is some new state m ′ ∈ R, we then need to find
R1(m ′, C) which requires at most |MG |− 2 states to consider for inclusion in R .
We can repetitively apply this logic until we have either added all states in MG
to R, at which point we can stop, or if we have checked all states in R and have no
other states to consider then we can stop. The resulting R is R∞const(m,C). In either
case, since this is a summation series, it would take at most (|MG | − 1) × (|MG |)/2
comparisons to determine R∞const(m,C) and is hence effectively computable.
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We note that the marking space is typically very large and so determination
of reachability would be computationally involved. We believe though that the
structure we have imposed on our models may lend itself to potential reductions in
the complexity. For example, any state that is not consistent with C can immediately
be excluded from consideration. We can also exploit other structural requirements
of our models to further improve the complexity.
Lemma 5.2 Given a condition system G, a marking m0, and a C-sequence
(C1, C2, . . . , Cn) for some n < ∞ as defined in definition 5.5, determining the sets
Mi andM+i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is effectively computable.
Proof:
We need to construct 2n sets corresponding toMi andM+i for all i. M1 is given,
andM+1 is effectively computable since we consider a finite number ofm
′ and each
step in determining membership in the set is effectively computable. In a similar
manner, findingM2 fromM+1 is effectively computable. Following this logic we can
incrementally build theMi andM+i for all i ≤ n in a finite number of steps. Hence
the lemma is proved.
The proof of the computability of definition 4.2, will use the sets Mk and M+k
to determine whether the next condition set, Ck, in some observable and trim C-
sequence places the C-sequence out of the expected language for the system. If the
C-sequence is not in the expected language of the system, the setsMk andM+k will
also be used to identify the set of subsystems that could account for the deviation
from expected behavior.
We will first show that item 1 of definition 4.2 is effectively computable( sobs /∈
L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs ), then extend this proof to item 2.
Lemma 5.3 Consider some condition system GE, mE0 and a trim observable C-
sequence sobs = (CR1 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k), and an initial marking m0 such that C
R
1 is con-
sistent with mE0 , then definition 4.2 item 1, sobs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs, is effectively
computable for for some finite k.
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Proof:
Use induction on the length of the trim observable C-sequence sobs =
(CR1 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k). For the base case, |sobs| = 1 and sobs = (C
R
1 ). We note that by
the MRR assumption item 2, that the expected and the real system are initially con-
sistent and so sobs is in the expected language by default. We need to also build,
M1 andM+1 , which were shown to be effectively computable.
Now assume for some k > 1 and s ′obs where |s
′
obs| = k − 1 and we have incre-
mentally built Mi and M+i for all i ≤ k − 1, s ′obs ∈ L(GE,mE0 )|Cobs is effectively
computable. We need to show that sobs = (CR1 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k) ∈ L(GE,mE0 )|Cobs is effec-
tively computable.
For the C-sequence such that |s ′obs| = k − 1, the test, s
′
obs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs,
yields one of two results. If, s ′obs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs for |s ′obs| = k − 1, then we know
for |sobs| = k, sobs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs as well, and hence it is effectively computable.
If, s ′obs ∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs for |sobs| = k − 1, then to determine if sobs is in the
expected language we need to find,Mk(which was shown effectively computable).
sobs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs ifMk is an empty set. Our logic is as follows: ifMk is empty
then there are no valid next states that allow the next observable condition set
to be CRk and hence the observation cannot be in the expected language. Since
determination of Mk is effectively computable, sobs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs is effectively
computable.
Lemma 5.4 Consider GE, mE0 and a trim observable C-sequence sobs =
(CR1 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k) for some finite k such that C
R
1 is consistent with m
E
0 , then defini-
tion 4.2 item 2, sobs ∈ (L(GE/GEi ,mE0 )) |Cobs is effectively computable given some
condition system GE relaxed with respect to subsystem Gi.
Proof:
We will show sobs ∈ (L(GE/GEi ,mE0 )) |Cobs is effectively computable by construct-
ing a system G ′ that generates the same language as the system GE that is relaxed
with respect to Gi. We will generate G ′ by replacing GEi with GEi,NEW with initial
markingmE0,i,NEW that implements the relaxed behavior. The other subsystem mod-
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els will remain unchanged and retain their initial markings.
Clearly the new system G ′ generates the same language as the system G relaxed
with respect to GEi in that G
E
i,NEW can generate any output sequence regardless of
the input conditions. By definition then, the new system G ′ under its new initial
marking can generate the relaxed language of the system.
So to determine if sobs ∈ (L(GE/GEi ,mE0 )) |Cobs we generate a new system G ′ and
apply the result of lemma 5.3 to see if sobs is in the language of the new system.
Since both steps are effectively computable, the lemma is proved.
In theorem 5.2, we show that the Diagnosis(sobs) can be computed in a finite
number of steps.
Theorem 5.2 Given GE, mE0 and a trim observable C-sequence sobs =
(CR1 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k) for some finite k, such that C
R
1 is consistent with m0, definition
4.2 is effectively computable.
Proof: In lemma 5.3 we showed that sobs /∈ L(GE,mE0 ) |Cobs is effectively
computable. In lemma 5.4 we showed that sobs ∈ (L(GE/GEi ,mE0 )) |Cobs for any
GEi in G is effectively computable. We note that there are a finite number of GEi in
G, and to determine Diagnosis(sobs) we would need to directly evaluate item 1
once, and item 2 once for each subsystem in G. Hence the theorem is proved.
We do not necessarily need to find MG in its entirety to determine a diagnosis.
In future research, we will develop techniques to exploit the structure to improve
the computational cost of the method presented. We envision that we would build
the sets,Mi andM+i , as new observations of the system are encountered.
In this chapter, we showed an algorithm to determine the marking sets consis-
tent with some observed C-Sequence. This is done by considering marking sets that
are consistent with each individual condition set from the C-Sequence given the
initial marking. This method can be used for fault detection by identifying when
some marking set, for a given condition set from the C-Sequence, is empty. It can
also then be used for a fault diagnosis by relaxing each subsystem in the system and
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reapplying the fault detection method to see if this subsystem belongs to the diag-
nosis set. The diagnosis set is the set of subsystems, when relaxed, yield non-empty
marking sets for each condition set in the C-Sequence. This method was also shown
to be effectively computable.
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Chapter 6
A Fault Detection Scheme
In [HGSA00] we presented a method to synthesize a controller model called a
taskblock to control some subsystem model. These models can then be used to
generate control code necessary to drive some subsystem to a desired target state.
We also showed under what situations these taskblocks could be combined to drive
an entire system to some target state. In this chapter, we introduce a method to add
a detector of unexpected behaviors into this framework. We show that this method
detects faults of the subsystem model.
A taskblock is a form of a condition system that can be generated (under certain
assumptions) given a model of a subsystem and a specification of desired behavior
from this subsystem. For this chapter we approach the detection problem (i.e.-
determining a fault has occurred) by appending unexpected responses from the
subsystem (under direction from a taskblock) into the taskblock itself. When an
unexpected response is detected, the taskblock then moves to a fault state.
One objective of this chapter is to generalize the discussion about taskblock
synthesis in an effort to simplify the discussion and to make presentation of the key
idea from this chapter clearer. One method of taskblock generation is presented in
[HGSA00]. The other objective is to introduce a method to transform a taskblock
guaranteed to work under certain conditions into a taskblock that also detects faulty
behaviors.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. First we will review
taskblocks. This chapter varies from the section from [HGSA00] in that we will
include the notions of the "expected" and the "real" system. Next we present the
a generalized description of taskblock synthesis and the limitations we assume for
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this chapter. We then present the fault detection scheme, and show that the desired
behavior of the taskblock is preserved (this is tied to the notion of an EFFECTIVE
taskblock) and that we do in fact detect faulty behaviors. We conclude this chapter
with a discussion that includes some areas of future research.
6.1 A block diagram perspective of taskblocks.
In [HGSA00] we were interested in using subsystem models(in this chapter also a
component model) to develop controllers that would drive a system to a targeted
state. In this work, these controllers are generated by a set of connected taskblocks
that are generated by analysis of the subsystem models. We did not consider faulty
behavior and so the basic assumption was that the real system would behave exactly
as expected(i.e. L(GEi ,m
E
0 ) = L(G
R
i ,m
R
0 ) using the notation of the previous chap-
ters). This section has been modified from [HGSA00] in that we have introduced
the ideas of "expected" and "real" systems.
The plants that we consider to be controlled are modeled by collections of con-
dition models representing the components of the plant. Let this set of condition
models representing components be denoted as GEcompo. These represent the sub-
system models of the plant and are used in controller synthesis. Let the set real
system components (represented by GEcompo ) be denoted by GRcompo. As in previ-
ous chapters, this is an idealized and never implemented abstraction of the actual
system.
The controllers that we consider are also represented as collections of condition
models. The set of these controller models, representing elements of the control
logic, are called TASKBLOCKS, and are denoted as the set Gtasks. A system G then can
consist of a collection of both component models and taskblocks operating together.
For control synthesis define the system as GE ⊆ GEcompo∪Gtasks, and define the system
while in actual use (i.e. during control of the real system) as GR ⊆ GRcompo ∪ Gtasks.
Please note that in the other chapters of this dissertation we used the term SUB-
SYSTEM to represent a single condition system and the set of all of these subsystems
was denoted by G (in other work in this dissertation we have only considered open
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loop models and this notation was succinct). In this chapter, a COMPONENT model
is the subsystem model of previous chapters. We have chosen to stay with the nota-
tion from [HGSA00] in order to make this more accessible to people familiar with
that paper.
Each taskblock has a specific control function. Let x denote the intended control
function. In [HGSA00], such a control function may represent either driving the sys-
tem to a given condition or controlling the system to maintain a condition as true.
The input and output structure of a taskblock is shown in figure 6.1. A taskblock
becomes ACTIVATED to begin its control function upon its ACTIVATION CONDITION,
which uniquely identifies the taskblock. Let Cdo ⊂ AllC be the set of ACTIVATION
CONDITIONS associated with taskblocks. For each element dox ∈ Cdo we associate
the following:
• TB(dox) ∈ Gtasks is the unique taskblock (condition system model) for which
dox ∈ Cin(TB(dox)). No other taskblocks or components have dox as an input.
• compl(dox) ∈ Cout(TB(dox)) is a condition output from the taskblock, indi-
cating task completion.
• idle(dox) ∈ Cout(TB(dox)) is a condition output from the taskblock and in-
dicates that the taskblock is not activated. There exists exactly one place p
in TB(dox) for which idle(dox) is an output, and furthermore, it is the only
output of that place, ΦTB(dox)(p) = {idle(dox)}. In all subsequent discussion,
we will assume each task block has only this place marked under any initial
marking considered.
• Gcompo(dox) ∈ GEcompo is a component model associated with the task dox.
The same component model may be associated with many different tasks. To
simplify later discussion, when the activation condition has a subscript indi-
cating its goal (such as dox for goal(dox) = x), and a unique component
outputs that condition, then we use the subscript to indicate the component
net which outputs the target. Thus, Gcompo(dox) = GEx is the net which out-
puts condition x.
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• goal(dox) ∈ Cout(Gcompo(dox)) is a condition output from the component
model.
• Cinit(dox) ⊆ Cin(TB(dox)) ∩ Cout(Gcompo(dox)) is a set of INITIATION CONDI-
TIONS for the taskblock that are output from the component Gcompo(dox).
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Figure 6.1: The relationship between a taskblock, its associated system component,
and the associated conditions.
Activation conditions are only associated with taskblocks. These conditions
come from a higher level supervisor and do not communicate with component
models directly. We note however, that in our hierarchical scheme, the higher level
supervisor can be another taskblock. We will call the conditions idle(dox) and
compl(dox) STATUS CONDITIONS. They are used for taskblock to supervisor com-
munication, and they do not communicate to the open loop system directly(either
the real or expected system). Also note that the goal(dox) and Cinit(dox) (the out-
put of Gcompo(dox) from the figure) are merely output conditions of the component
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GEcompo and do not represent new conditions appended to the model.
We interpret a taskblock as follows: The output condition idle(dox) indicates
that the taskblock is not currently outputting any other conditions. A taskblock
TB(dox) becomes ACTIVE (and thus idle(dox) becomes false) upon the conditions
{dox}∪Cinit(dox) becoming all true. As long as dox remains true, the taskblock and
system component will interact until eventually the condition goal(dox) is output
from the component model Gcompo(dox) and the condition compl(dox) is output
from the task block, indicating completion of the task. Whenever dox becomes
false, the taskblock returns to the idle state. The following definition of EFFECTIVE
formally describes the behavior of a taskblock when it is interacting with a system
in its intended manner.
Definition 6.1 Given a system GE ⊆ Gtasks ∪ GEcompo with initial state mE0 and a
condition dox ∈ Cin(GE) ∩ Cdox such that idle(dox) ∈ g(mE0 ), dox is EFFECTIVE FOR
CONTROL for GE under mE0 if each of the following statements are true:
1. CONTINUED ACTIVATION IMPLIES EVENTUAL COMPLETION: For all s ∈
L(GE,mE0 ), if (∅ ({dox} ∪ Cinit(dox))) ≤ s, then for any set Cext ⊆ AllC such
that dox ∈ Cext and Cext ∩ (Cout(GE) ∪ {¬dox}) = ∅, there exists s ′ such that
ss ′ ∈ L(GE,mE0 ), (Cext) ≤ s ′, and
({dox} {dox, compl(dox)}) ≤ s ′
2. COMPLETION IMPLIES EARLIER ACTIVATION: For all s ∈ L(GE,mE0 ), if
(∅{compl(dox)}) ≤ s, then
(∅ ({dox} ∪ Cinit(dox) ) ∅) ≤ s
3. COMPLETION IMPLIES ACHIEVED GOAL: For any condition set string s and any
condition set C such that sC ∈ L(GE,mE0 ), if {compl(dox)} ⊂ C, then
{compl(dox), goal(dox)} ⊆ C
4. LEAVING COMPLETION IMPLIES EARLIER DEACTIVATION: For all s ∈ L(GE,mE0 ),
if (∅{compl(dox)}{¬compl(dox)}) ≤ s, then
(∅ {¬dox} ∅) ≤ s
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5. DEACTIVATION IMPLIES EVENTUAL RETURN TO IDLE: For all s ∈ L(GE,mE0 ), if
(∅{¬dox}) ≤ s, for any set Cext ⊆ AllC such that ¬dox ∈ Cext and Cext ∩
(Cout(GE) ∪ {dox}) = ∅, there exists s ′ such that ss ′ ∈ L(GE,mE0 ), (Cext) ≤ s ′,
and
({¬dox} {¬dox, idle(dox)}) ≤ s ′
The first statement states that after dox and Cinit(dox) conditions are true, if dox
remains true, then there will eventually follow a completion condition compl(dox)
from the task block. Since the statement must be true for any Cext such that
dox ∈ Cext and Cext ∩ (Cout(GE) ∪ {¬dox}) = ∅, then after the initial Cinit(dox),
no external signal (other than dox) from beyond the taskblock or the component
model is required to reach completion. Therefore, completion is reached entirely
through the interaction of the taskblocks and components in GE, and not from any
other external conditions.
The second statement of the definition states that if compl(dox) is true at the
end of s, then at some prior time in s the conditions dox and Cinit(dox) were true.
The third statement in the definition states that whenever dox and compl(dox) are
simultaneously true, then goal(dox), output from componentGcompo(dox), must be
true also. Statement 4 says that once a taskblock achieves completion, it will stay
there until dox becomes false. Finally, the last statement says that if dox is false,
then eventually idle(dox) will become true.
The definition above can be expanded in the obvious manner to sets of condi-
tions C ′ ⊆ Cin(GE) ∩ Cdox by replacing occurrences of dox with all elements of C ′,
occurrences of compl(dox) with all the set of completion conditions corresponding
to elements of C ′, and occurrences of goal(dox) with the set of goal conditions
corresponding to elements of C ′. Thus, for example, for C ′ = {dox, doy}, state-
ment 1 would imply that following the simultaneous activation of both TB(dox)
and TB(doy), eventually both compl(dox) and compl(doy)must be simultaneously
true.
Example 6.1 Figure 6.2 illustrates the ideas presented above. The activation con-
dition doAmid has associated with it a taskblock TB(do
A
mid) and a component model
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Gsys
pidle pinit
pcompl
p7
p8
{doAmid}
{¬doAmid}
{¬doAmid}
{¬doAmid}
{arm_down}
{arm_up}
{mid}
{mid}
{mid}
{doAm_up}
{doAm_dn}
TB(doAmid) Gcompo(do
A
mid)
arm_up
mid
arm_dn
doAm_dn do
A
m_up do
M
mid m_up m_dn
{arm_up}
{mid}
{arm_dn}
{m_up}
{m_up}
{m_dn}
{m_dn}
Figure 6.2: An example of effective dox.
Gcompo(do
A
mid). (The superscript “A” in the condition do
A
mid will be explained in sec-
tion 6.2. It is not relevant to the discussion at this point.) The component model
represents a robot position as either arm_up, mid, or arm_down. To move the
arm requires conditions m_up or m_down, indicating motor on up and motor on
down. We have goal(doAmid) = mid.
The taskblock has an initial state with pidle marked and condition output
idle(doAmid). Upon receipt of the activation signal do
A
mid, the marking changes and
is no longer idle. Since the component has place p3 marked and outputs condition
arm_down, then the taskblock marking moves from pidle to pinit to p8. From that
state, the taskblock outputs condition doAm_up. If that condition is effective for Gsys,
then by definition 6.6, Gsys eventually outputs condition goal(doAm_up) = m_up.
This then enables a transition in the component model, which then changes state
and outputs conditionmid. This enables a transition in the taskblock, allowing the
taskblock to change state to pcmpl which outputs condition compl(doAmid), indicat-
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ing completion.
We should note that this is a simple example, where only the condition m_up
was necessary to move the component to the desired goal state. In a more complex
example, the taskblock would have to output sequences of conditions to step the
component towards the goal, and there could possibly be multiple places in the
taskblock which could output the completion condition.
We can illustrate each of the requirements of EFFECTIVE for this example. Note
in the example that the signal doAmid implies eventual completion because of the
manner in which the taskblock and its component work together. Similarly, the
taskblock only reaches its completion state after it has been activated. Further-
more, reaching the completion state pcmpl can only occur after the component has
reached goal(doAmid) = mid. Upon completion, the taskblock outputs a condition
doMmid (explained in the following section), which activates a different taskblock
responsible for maintaining the component outputting condition mid. Thus the
component will continue to output the goal as long as the place pcmpl is marked.
Finally, we note that when the taskblock is deactivated with signal ¬doAmid, it re-
turns to its idle state.
In our analysis of taskblocks, it is important for us to assume that the controller
reacts faster than the component that it controls. This leads us to the following
definition.
Definition 6.2 Consider a system GE, an external input condition set Cext such that
Cext ∩ Cout(GE) = ∅, and a condition dox ∈ Cdox such that TB(dox), Gcompo(dox) ∈
GE. A marking m of GE is a CONTROL-WAIT STATE for TB(dox) under Cext if for any
transition t in TB(dox) state-enabled under m, there exists some c ∈ CG(t) such
that:
1. if c ∈ Cout(GE), then c is not output from GE under mE, or else,
2. if c 6∈ Cout(GE), then ¬c ∈ Cext.
The implication is that when the system GE is in a control-wait state, the
taskblock must wait for an external signal or for the component Gcompo(dox) to
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change state before proceeding to a next state of the taskblock. Thus, the taskblock
has reached a state in which it cannot proceed farther. This allows us to present the
following assumption to be used through the rest of the dissertation.
Prompt Controller Assumption (PCA): For any system GR and marking mR and
external input condition set Cext, transitions in components in GE fire only if mR is
a control-wait state under Cext for each taskblock in GR.
Finally, before discussing the interaction of taskblocks, we must introduce the
following property that states that a taskblock will not output a signal dox unless
the initiation conditions Cinit(dox) are assured to be already true. This property
can be assured through the structure of the taskblock, as shown in section 6.2.
Definition 6.3 Given a system GE, a task block TB ′ ∈ GE is WELL-STRUCTURED un-
der GE if for every activation signal dox ∈ Cout(TB ′), the initial conditions Cinit(dox)
are necessarily true whenever dox becomes true from TB ′.
6.2 A generalized discussion of taskblock models
In this section, we consider the modeling details of taskblocks. In [HGSA00] we
present methods for synthesizing taskblocks. Here, we wish to present the ideas of
that paper in a generic way without going into the details of synthesis. For each
component model and each output condition of the components, we consider two
types of taskblocks. The first type is called a MAINTAIN-TYPE, and its purpose is
to keep a condition of the system true, given that it was already true when the
taskblock was activated. The second type is called an ACTION-TYPE. Its purpose is
to drive the system to a given condition from any initial state. For a given condition
x, we distinguish between the action-type and maintain-type taskblocks through
the activation signals: doAx is the activation condition for the action-type taskblock
TB(doAx ) with goal(do
A
x ) = x, and do
M
x is the activation condition for the maintain-
type taskblock TB(doMx ) with goal(do
M
x ) = x.
A maintain-type taskblock will keep a given system condition true, as long as
the condition was true initially when the taskblock was activated. This is formally
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stated as follows:
Definition 6.4 Given a target condition x from the system, a taskblock with activa-
tion signal doMx is a MAINTAIN-TYPE TASKBLOCK for x if:
1. Cinit(doMx ) = {x}
2. goal(doMx ) = x
Action-type taskblocks are intended to drive a component to an intended goal
from any initial state. This is formally stated as follows:
Definition 6.5 Given a target condition x from the component, a taskblock with
activation signal doAx is an ACTION-TYPE TASKBLOCK for x if
1. Cinit(doAx ) = ∅
2. goal(doAx ) = x.
For the remainder of this chapter, we are assuming that the conditions sequences
we consider are TRIM. We refer the reader to chapter 5 for the definition of a trim
C-Sequence.
In [HGSA00] we assumed the component models were constrained by the SYS-
TEM STRUCTURE ASSUMPTION. In this work, we wish to generalize our discussion
about taskblocks and render it relatively independent of the nature of the compo-
nent models. The following assumptions will define the nature of taskblocks for the
remainder of this chapter.
Taskblock Structure Assumption (TSA): Given an activation condition, dox,
it’s taskblock, TB(dox), and component model, Gcompo(dox), we assume the follow-
ing:
1. dox is effective for control for Gcompo(dox).
2. TB(dox) is a state graph.
3. For each place p in TB(dox) there exists a condition set C such that:
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(a) ∀t ∈ (t)p,Φ(t) = C.
(b) If Φ(t) 6= dox and Φ(t) 6= ¬dox, then ∀c ∈ Cout(Ccompo(dox)), either
c ∈ C or ¬c ∈ C .
4. Except when idle, the state of TB(dox) always changes in response to expected
changes in condition outputs of Gcompo(dox).
5. The state of TB(dox) does not change in response to unexpected change in
conditions output of Gcompo(dox).
Here we are assuming that we are effective for control (item 1), and that the
model within contains only one marked place at any time (item 2). Item 3 part
(a) insures that each state corresponds to some specific output of the plant ( dox,
¬dox also work here). Item 3 part (b) insures that each transition that inputs to
a place in the taskblock has a full condition mapping from the component model.
Item 4 states that the taskblock always recognizes expected responses from the
component model. The implication of item 5 is that the original taskblock TB(dox)
doesn’t respond to unexpected output changes from Gcompo(dox), and thus we have
an opportunity to add fault detection by adding recognition of these unexpected
output changes.
Another key point of the TSA, is that for every state in the taskblock that provides
stimuli ( via dox conditions) to the component model, then the taskblock encodes
all possible expected responses from the system that lead the the completion of a
task.
We are now ready to discuss the general behavior and model characteristics of
our taskblocks. While the Maintain and Action taskblocks perform separate func-
tions, they behave in a very similar manner. We note, that a taskblock drives a
system component to some specific state when the activation condition dox is out-
put for every step in the execution of the task.
For fault detection, we will assume that under execution of some task dox will be
output continually. This will simplify our discussion. Basically, taskblocks provide
stimuli to the component to drive it to some specific target state, and the taskblock
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model then waits for responses from the system (i.e. output conditions) that trig-
ger a state change in the task model. This in turn triggers a new stimuli to the
system, and the component’s response. In this way our taskblocks are intended to
unfailingly guide the component model to this target state.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the behavior of a taskblock under the assumption that dox
is continually input to the system. In essence , a taskblock provides stimuli to the
system and waits for appropriate responses from the system to determine the next
action (i.e. - stimuli from the controller) to take.
pidle
pinit
pcompl
Initial
stimuli
Initial response from system
Final response 
from systemStimuli/Response pairs
Stimuli
Stimuli
Response Response
Figure 6.3: An overview of taskblock behavior under a continuous dox input condi-
tion.
We note that by figure 6.3, we have characterized pinit as the first stimuli of
the taskblock. Its purpose is to allow the taskblock to determine the proper initial
output of the component model (as captured by its output conditions), and so while
we characterize it as a stimuli, it actually outputs no conditions to the system (i.e.
an empty set of output conditions).
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6.3 A Fault Detection Scheme for Taskblocks
In this section, we outline a method to modify a taskblock that meets the taskblock
structure assumption to include the ability to detect deviations between the real
and expected behavior of the component model. Figure 6.4, shows a simple block
diagram that outlines our method of transformation.
TB(dox)
fault detection transformation
TBF(dox)
ASSUMPTION
Taskblock meets 
TSA.
RESULT
Taskblock TBF(dox)
 detects deviations between
 real and expected language
 and triggers fault state.
Figure 6.4: The transformation of a TB(dox) into a taskblock that detects faults
TBF(dox).
We propose to modify the structure of the taskblock as shown in figure 6.5. We
have added a new output condition to the taskblock that outputs a fault condition,
fault(dox).
The following defines for the whole system the notion of EFFECTIVE FOR DETEC-
TION. In essence, it says any unexpected stimuli from the system (under direction
of a taskblock), leads to a fault state.
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Figure 6.5: The relationship between a taskblock with Fault Detection, its associated
real subsystem, and the direct translator.
Definition 6.6 Given a system GE ⊆ Gtasks ∪ GEcompo with initial state mE0 and a
condition dox ∈ Cin(GE) ∩ Cdox such that idle(dox) ∈ g(mE0 ), dox is EFFECTIVE FOR
DETECTION for GE under mE0 if :
UNEXPECTED COMPONENT BEHAVIOR WHILE TASKBLOCK ACTIVATED IMPLIES EVEN-
TUAL FAULT: Given any (C1 · · ·CkCk+1Ck+2) such that:
1. Observations are in the expected language up to the k’th observation from the
component, or (C1 · · ·Ck) ∈ L(GE,mE0 ),
2. At the k+1 observation of the component, an unexpected behavior is encoun-
tered, or (C1 · · ·CkCk+1) /∈ L(GE,mE0 ), and
3. Under continual activation and a faulty behavior, the language generated by
the taskblock remains within its expected language, or (C1 · · ·CkCk+1CK+2) ∈
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L(Gtasks,mE0 ) and (∅{dox, Cinit(dox)}{dox}) ≤ (C1 · · ·CkCk+1Ck+2);
then, THE TASKBLOCK MOVES TO A FAULT STATE , or
(∅{fault(dox)}) ≤ (C1 · · ·CkCk+1Ck+2).
Item 3 states that any sequence generated by the taskblock remains within the
expected language of the taskblock model. This does not mean that the system (in
its entirety) stay within it’s expected language, but instead that movement to the
fault state, pfault, is a legal behavior.
While this definition applies to the whole system, we note that in this initial
work we will show that a single taskblock and component model pair are effective
for control under the assumptions we have presented.
Define (t)p as the set of transitions that are inputs to place p, and p(t) as the set
of transitions leading from place p (i.e. output transitions).
The following defines the set of condition sets which represent unexpected be-
haviors from the component for each place within a taskblock that provides stimuli
to the component. This definition is used in algorithm 6.3.
Definition 6.7 Given a taskblock TB(dox) define for all p ∈ PTBF(dox) −
{pidle, pcompl}, the set CSetfault(p) as:
CSetfault(p) := 2
CGcompo(dox) − (∪t∈p(t),(t)pΦ(t))
This is the set of all possible combinations of output conditions minus output
conditions that were either expected (i.e. they triggered a state change in TB(dox)
that led to state p being marked), and the ones that are expected (i.e. legal re-
sponses given stimuli provided by p).
We are now ready to present the algorithm that we will use to transform TB(dox)
into a new taskblock that detects faults. We will show in the result for this chapter
that we do in fact detects deviations between expected and real behavior, and that
the input/output behavior of the original taskblock is preserved.
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Algorithm 2: An algorithm to create TBF(dox) from TB(dox).
Input: dox, TB(dox), Gcompo(dox)
Output: TBF(dox)
(1) Create a place, pfault, Assign output condition fault(dox) to
this place.
(2) ∀p ∈ PTBF(dox) − {pidle, pcompl, pfault}
(3) {
(4) ∀C ∈ CSetfault(p)
(5) {
(6) Add a new transition, t ′, with C as the enabling
(7) condition for this transition, let the input place
(8) to t ′ be p, and the ouput place is pfault.
(9) }
(10) }
Note the places, pidle and pcompl associated with the status conditions idle(dox)
and compl(dox) do not interact with the system and hence are excluded from con-
sideration in this algorithm, as is the newly created pfault state.
The algorithm adds, for all places that provide stimuli to the component, tran-
sitions leading to the fault state. One of these transitions is added for each combi-
nation of conditions that are not expected given the current stimuli. We note that
if the component model, Gcompo(dox), has n output conditions, then each place
that provides stimuli in the new TBF(dox) will have approximately 2n transitions
added. This is obviously an issue, but we believe we can exploit simple and well
known ideas to greatly reduce the number of transitions considered (i.e. Karnaugh
mapping reduction). We do not consider this in this chapter. It is a subject of future
research.
Figure 6.6 graphically shows what we do for each place (excluding pidle and
pcompl) to create the ability to perform fault detection.
The following result shows that our new taskblock that detects fault behaviors
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Figure 6.6: A figure explaining how fault detection is encoded into TBF(dox) one
stimuli state at a time.
is effective for control and effective for detection.
Theorem 6.1 Given dox, a taskblock TB(dox) satisfying the taskblock stucture as-
sumption(TSA), the component model Gcompo(dox), and a modified TBF(dox) con-
structed via algorithm 6.3, dox is EFFECTIVE FOR CONTROL and EFFECTIVE FOR DE-
TECTION.
Proof: By the taskblock structure assumption(TSA) item 3(a), for any place in
TB(dox) all transitions into that place(∀t ∈(t) p) have the same condition map for
the system, so by item 3(b) unless the transition relates to activation or inactivation,
there is a complete mapping from conditions from the plant , and only for that map-
ping will the place become marked. The place place p in TB(dox) thus corresponds
to a set of markings in the component which have the same observation. (Note that
this might not correspond to all markings corresponding to the same observation).
Call this set of markings for this place asM.
By TSA item 4, any expected change of observations has a corresponding state
change in the TB(dox), so there must be a transition for leaving the place p for any
expected change of observations (corresponding to an expected movement from
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plant marking setM to some observationally different marking setM ′).
By the definition of CSetfault(p), there will now also be a new transition leaving
the place p corresponding to all observation changes that were not in the origi-
nal net. These transitions have condition mappings corresponding to unexpected
observation changes.
In the TBF(dox) the original transitions are preserved from TB(dox), and since all
added transitions from CSetfault(p) are distinct, then the taskblock, TBF(dox),under
expected observations will operate identically as before, and so will be EFFECTIVE
FOR CONTROL.
Since each of the newly added transitions in TBF(dox) (corresponding to
CSetfault(p)) lead to the pfault state, and since CSetfault(p) corresponds only to
unexpected condition changes (corresponding to unexpected marking changes
from the set M), then it follows that any unexpected behavior while the system is
activated will lead to the outputting of fault(dox). Hence dox is EFFECTIVE FOR
DETECTION.
The taskblock TBF(dox) contains the original taskblock with the addition of tran-
sitions that capture unexpected responses for each stimuli provided by TBF(dox).
We note that the states that provide stimuli from TBF(dox) are identical to those of
TB(dox)(with the addition of the fault state pfault which does not provide stimuli
to Gcompo(dox)). And so, the only way that TBF(dox) does not reach the comple-
tion state (which of course satisfies effective for control) is if one of the unexpected
responses leads the system to the fault state. In this way, given some stimuli for
a place in the taskblock, we capture all responses from the system including all
possible unexpected behaviors.
Example 6.2 Consider pinit and p8 from figure 6.2 as shown in figure 6.7. This
figure shows the expansion of these places that occur to construct TBF(dox) from
TB(dox). To make the figure easier to read, we represent the input conditions
arm_up as up, and arm_dn as dn. Note that since we have 3 output conditions
from the component model, we have up to 23 − 1 = 7 transitions leaving each of
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up,¬md,¬dn 
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¬up,¬md,¬dn ¬ up,md,dn 
up,¬md,dn up,md,¬dn 
up,md,dn 
¬up,¬md,¬dn ¬ up,md,dn 
up,¬md,dn up,md,¬dn 
up,md,dn 
up, ¬ md, ¬ dn 
Unexpected
Responses for 
p8
Unexpected
Responses for 
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Expected
Responses 
for pinit
Expected
Response 
for p8
Figure 6.7: The transformation of pinit and p8 from figure 6.2 to the new places in
TBF(dox).
these places (incoming transition conditions are excluded in the set of fault transi-
tions).
6.4 Discussion
In this initial chapter we have shown how to create a taskblock that detects fault
behaviors from the system under control. We start with a taskblock satisfying
the taskblock structure assumption, and transform it into a new taskblock that is
both effective for control and effective for detection. It complements the work of
[HGSA00] rather nicely.
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We have also included a generalized discussion of the nature of the condition
system models representing taskblock structures. We hope this makes these ideas
more accessible, while at the same time simplifying our discussion of the synthesis
of taskblocks with fault detection. This work has also provided some insight into
ways that we may expand the modeling power of the models we use to create com-
ponent models. Unlike the taskblock which can be synthesized automatically, the
component model must be generated by a human. By using higher level modeling
structures, this task can be simplified. Also, we do not require that faulty behaviors
be encoded within the component model, instead we automatically determine these
by the TBF(dox) transformation once again simplifying the modelers job. 1
We envision that a method such as this could be used in conjunction with a diag-
nosis method such as the one presented in chapter 7 to provide a method to rapidly
detect and diagnose faulty behaviors. Areas of future research include: determining
a method to reduce the number of transitions in TBF(dox); finding what types of
component models lend themselves to taskblock synthesis; and introducing timing
into this framework.
1However, note that faults can be explicitly represented in our models. This is done by linking
the net representing the deviated part of the behavior to the nominal model with a transition. This
transition would have an input condition that would always be assumed to be false. Determining
that the condition was not false as was expected/assumed would thus explain the observed faulty
behavior.
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Chapter 7
The Diagnostic Causal Network
In this chapter we present a causal network structure in the spirit of the symbolic
causal network of [DP94a], [DP94b] [PC98]. In our causal structure, the nodes
map to unique variables where each variable is associated with the health or cor-
rectness of output of a component. A method to generate a causal structure and
associated database of clauses is presented.
A diagnostic causal network (DCN) is a symbolic causal network restricted to
describing the interactions of subsystems within the plant. In a DCN each node in
the causal structure represents either: 1) the health of a subsystem; or 2) whether a
subsystem is outputting the appropriate signal given an expected output signal. An
example DCN is shown in figure 7.1 The directed arcs connecting the nodes show
the direct influences of subsystems on other subsystems within the whole system,
and the terminal nodes represent assumptions about the health of the different sub-
systems. The DCN can be used to determine a superset of diagnoses corresponding
to subsystems for which inconsistent behavior of the subsystem could account for
the observed faulty behavior of the entire system.
For any GEi , define Causes(G
E
i ) = {G
E
j | Cout(G
E
j ) ∩ Cin(GEi ) 6= ∅}. This is the
set of component models that output a condition that is also an input to the com-
ponent model in question. From this definition we will build a diagnostic causal
network that will allow us to perform our diagnosis. The DCN is a graph where
each node in the graph has an associated propositional function, or CLAUSE, built
from VARIABLES. The graph serves as a visualization tool, and by its construction
we are insured that the subsequent analysis is logically correct [DP94a]. We note
that we utilize standard propositional logic syntax in the following discussion, vari-
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ables have a truth value of TRUE or FALSE, and→ represents implication. For each
subsystem, GEi ∈ GE, we define two variables, denoted CN(GEi ) and OK(GEi ). In-
formally, CN(GEi ) is TRUE if the subsystem is outputting expected conditions, and
FALSE otherwise. It therefore represents whether a subsystem is behaving as ex-
pected or not. OK(GEi ) is TRUE if the subsystem is not broken (i.e. its output is
consistent with its expected output), and FALSE is if it is broken. We note that if a
subsystem is broken then it will not behave as expected.
Definition 7.1 A DIAGNOSTIC CAUSAL NETWORK is a tuple, DCN = (V,A, E,∆)
where
1. nodes in the causal structure map one-to-one to elements in V ∪A;
2. V is a set of nodes (variables) corresponding to each CN(GEi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ nE;
3. A is a set of nodes (variables) corresponding to each OK(GEi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ nE;
4. E ⊆ (V ∪ A) × V is the set of directed edges connecting nodes. Given some
subsystem, GEi , the edge (CN(G
E
j ), CN(G
E
i )) is in E if G
E
j ∈ Causes(GEi ), and
(OK(GEj ), CN(G
E
i )) is in E if i = j;
5. The ∆ is a mapping of variables in V to clauses. In particular, the clause
∆(CN(GEi )) is the following expression:
OK(GEi )∧ (
∧
GEj ∈Causes(GEi )
CN(GEj ))→ CN(GEi );
To simplify discussion we simply refer to the nodes in the DCN by their variable
name. In the causal net literature, the OK(GEi ) variables (associated with set A) are
called ASSUMABLES [PC98]. Note that for each variable on the left hand side of a
∆ clause, there exists an edge in the graph connecting that variable to the variable
on the right hand side of the clause. From our clauses, we note that if CN(GEi ) is
FALSE, then some variable (node) that inputs to it must also be FALSE.
Example 7.1 Figure 7.1 represents the causal structures for our example of figure
3.1. We note that all the terminal nodes are assumable nodes that represent the
health of a subsystem.
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OK(G4)
OK(G1)
OK(G2)
CN(G2)<
OK(G5)
OK(G3)
OK(G7)
OK(G8)
OK(G6)
OK(G5)
CN(G4)< CN(G5)< CN(G7)< CN(G8)<
CN(G6)<
=OK(G1)CN(G1)<
=OK(G2)^CN(G1)
=OK(G3)^CN(G2)CN(G3)< =OK(G4)^CN(G2) =OK(G5)^CN(G2) =OK(G7)^CN(G6) =OK(G8)^CN(G6)
=OK(G6)^CN(G5)
=OK(G5)CN(G5)<
Figure 7.1: A DCN for the condition system shown in figure 3.1.
The following lemma follows directly from the definition of the clauses in the
DCN and their relationship to the DCN structure.
Lemma 7.1 Given a causal net without cycles and given a node in CN(GEi ), if
CN(GEi ) = FALSE, then there exists some node OK(G
E
j ) such that there is a path
from OK(GEj ) to CN(G
E
i ) in the DCN and OK(G
E
j ) = FALSE.
An interpretation of the DCN clause for a node CN(GEi ) is as follows: If all in-
puts to a node are consistent with expected behavior (i.e. the output conditions of
GEj ∈ Causes(GEi ) are within expected behavior), and if that node’s model is correct
with respect to the real system behavior (OK(GEj ) is TRUE), then the condition out-
puts, Cout(GEi ), of this node’s subsystem should also be consistent with the expected
behavior. Diagnosis then comes in negating this logic. If some observed condition is
not consistent with expected operation, then CN(GEi ) is false for the G
E
i which out-
puts the condition, and from the DCN clauses, this implies some subsystem which
influences (directly or indirectly) this subsystem must have OK(GEj ) false.
From the lemma above, we can then define this set of influencing systems as the
set RootCauses(c): Given a condition c and a subsystemGEi such that c ∈ Cout(GEi ),
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define:
RootCauses(c) = {GEj | there exists a path in the
DCN from OK(GEj ) to CN(G
E
i ),
where GEi outputs c}.
Definition 7.2 Consider an observed C-sequence (CR0 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k) such that
(CR0 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k) 6∈ L(GE,mE0 )|Cobs but where (CR0 . . . CRk−1) ∈ L(GE,mE0 )|Cobs. Define
CSetsBad ⊆ 2AllC such that for a given set CBad, then CBad ∈ CSetsBad if:
1. CBad ⊆ CRk;
2. CBad 6⊆ CEk for any CEk for which (CR0 . . . CRk−1CEk) ∈ L(GE,mE0 )|Cobs;
3. there is not a strict subset of CBad satisfying items 1 and 2 above.
CBad is then a set of observed conditions which indicate that a fault has occurred.
Example 7.2 Suppose that our language L(GE,mE0 ) includes the following strings:
s1 = ({c1, c2, c3}{c1, c2, c3})
s2 = ({c1, c2, c3}{¬c1, c2, c3})
s3 = ({c1, c2, c3}{c1,¬c2,¬c3})
s4 = ({c1, c2, c3}{¬c1,¬c2,¬c3})
If we observe sobs = ({c1, c2, c3}{¬c1, c2,¬c3}) 6∈ L(GE,mE0 ), CSetsBad consists only
of the set CBad = {c2,¬c3}. Note that out of all continuation steps in the language,
none have the {c2,¬c3} as an allowable subset, and there is no smaller subset of this
that could also satisfy the requirements in definition 7.2; any strict subset of this
(such as {c2} or {¬c3}) would be a subset of some CEk.
If L(GE,mE0 ) contained s1 and s4 but not s2 and not s3 (e.g. c1 = c2 = c3 always),
then CSetsBad = { {c2,¬c3}, {¬c1, c2} }.
We are now ready to state the second result of this chapter.
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Theorem 7.1 Given an observed sobs = (CR0 . . . C
R
k−1C
R
k) 6∈ L(GE,mE0 )with CSetsBad
as defined in definition 7.2, if the DCN is without cycles, then
Diagnosis(sobs) ⊆
⋂
CBad∈CSetsBad
( ⋃
c ′∈CBad
Rootcauses(c ′)
)
(7.1)
Proof: From our definition 7.2, CBad ∈ CSetsBad is a set of conditions in CRk that
triggered our fault detection. From the definition, for some c ∈ CBad (where c may
be a negated condition), either:
1. c should not have become true following any modeled behavior matching
(CR0 . . . C
R
k−1), or
2. there is some subset C ⊆ CBad such that all conditions in {c}∪C should not be
true simultaneously following any modeled behavior matching (CR0 . . . C
R
k−1).
(Note case 1 is a special case of case 2 when C = ∅.) In either case by the MRR
assumption, the violated behavior restriction must correspond to some subsystem
GEi ∈ Diagnosis(sobs), where (from definition 4.2) sobs is in L(GE/GEi ,mE0 )|Cobs,
the relaxed behavior.
The fact that relaxing the behavioral constraints imposed by GEi would allow
c means that for some c ′ ∈ CBad (where c ′ could be c), either c ′ ∈ Cout(GEi ),
or there exists some sequence of subsystems from GEi to some subsystem G
E
j
which drives c ′, where each subsystem in the sequence outputs conditions which
input to the next. From the definition of the causal net, that means that the
sequence of subsystems corresponds to a path from node OK(GEi ) to CN(G
E
j ),
and thus GEi ∈ RootCauses(c ′) for some c ′ ∈ CBad. Under the single fault
assumption, for each CBad set in CSetsBad, there exists such a c ′ ∈ CBad such
that GEi ∈ RootCauses(c ′). This gives the intersection in equation 7.1. Thus, the
theorem is proved.
We note that the reverse of the inclusion in the theorem is not necessarily true:
It is possible to have some GEi in Rootcauses(c
′) but which is not a valid diagnosis.
For example, some GEi may output a c
′′ which is an input to a subsystem GEj that
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then outputs a c ′ ∈ CBad, but based on the dynamics within GEj under its current
possible markings, the value of c ′′ has no immediate influence on the marking evo-
lution of GEj . Thus, relaxing the behavioral constraint imposed by G
E
i will not affect
GEj , and so G
E
i will not be in Diagnosis(s).
Example 7.3 We continue the example 4.1:
• For observed sequence s1:
CSetsBad = { {AtLeft,AtHome} }
RootCauses(AtLeft) = {G1, G2, G3}
RootCauses(AtHome) = {G1, G2, G4}
From the theorem, we have Diagnosis(s1) ⊆ {G1, G2, G3, G4}, which is true
since we earlier determined that Diagnosis(s1) = {G2, G4}. Note that the
diagnostic superset from the theorem includes G1 and G3 which are not in
Diagnosis(s1). This is because there is a cause and effect relationship be-
tween these subsystems and the observed conflicting conditions, even though
neither could be responsible under the single-fault assumption.
• For the observed sequence s2:
CSetsBad = { {AtLeft,AtHome}, {AtLeft,AtRight},
{AtHome,AtRight} }
RootCauses(AtLeft) = {G1, G2, G3}
RootCauses(AtHome) = {G1, G2, G4}
RootCauses(AtRight) = {G1, G2, G5}
From the theorem, we then have:
Diagnosis(s2) ⊆ {G1, G2}
In example 4.1, we determined that Diagnosis(s2) = {G2}, which is smaller
than the calculated set {G1, G2}. However, this example illustrates how the
multiple CBad sets can be used to narrow a diagnosis.
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In this chapter, we have shown how to exploit the causal structure of our con-
dition system representation of the plant to perform a rapid (but not best-possible)
fault diagnosis. Conditions (some of which may be unobservable) provide commu-
nication between subsystems and we exploit this to determine which subsystems in-
fluence other subsystems through conditions. From this we build a causal structure
that can be used to rapidly perform a diagnosis given sets of known-bad observable
conditions. In future work, we would like to refine the diagnosis by also considering
the interior dynamics of our subsystem models.
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Chapter 8
An Equivalent LTL/Kripke structure for
the Condition Sequence/Condition
System Model
In this chapter, we show that our condition sequence (the specification) and condi-
tion system (the model of the system) have an equivalent structure in the temporal
logic framework. In particular, we show that there exists a linear-time temporal
logic (LTL) specification and a Kripke structure that represents our specification
and model. Linear time logic is a propositional logic with several time operators
added. These operators allow for the specification of sequentially timed behaviors
used in verification.
Temporal logic is of great interest to the computer science community and there
is a host of literature covering different flavors of temporal logic, a few of which are
CTL, CTL*, and LTL. As stated, temporal logic is largely used in addressing the veri-
fication problem. A Kripke structure (a labeled finite state machine) specifies some
process, and temporal logic statements can be used to specify desired properties
of this process. In verification, this information is used to determine whether the
specified properties are satisfied by the Kripke structure. For some good references
in temporal logic see [HR00, MP91, Kro87, GO94].
For this paper, we will use LTL because it suits the nature of our specification.
Our aim of this work is to show how our research in condition systems is related to
temporal logic research, and to better understand current trends in such a related
field. We also hope that it will allow us to use some of the ideas found in temporal
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logic research in our own work, and to potentially make our research more acces-
sible to researchers in temporal logic. A prior investigation in the use of temporal
logic in the field of DES by a collaborator also motivated this investigation. For
interesting applications of temporal logic to DES see [JK03b, JK03c, JK03a].
In the remainder of this chapter we show how the condition system and condi-
tion sequence map into the LTL framework. In the next section we introduce the
LTL notation used in the remainder of the paper. Then we introduce a one way
translation from condition sequence to an LTL formulation and a one way transla-
tion from condition system to fair Kripke Structure. In the last section we show that
the systems are equivalent in terms of determining whether a string belongs to the
observed language of the system or not. In particular, we show that a C-Sequence is
within the language generated by a condition system if and only if the LTL formula
generated by the C-Sequence is satisfied by the Kripke Structure generated from
the Condition System. We use a simple example throughout to display the concepts
presented.
C-Sequence ! Condition System
" "
LTL formulation ! Kripke Structure
Figure 8.1: An overview of the relationship between the Condition Sequence/Sys-
tem and the LTL framework.
8.1 Linear-time temporal logic.
Typically linear-time temporal logic is used to specify qualitative properties (desired
or otherwise) that can be used in conjunction with a discrete model of some system
to evaluate whether the properties will hold for the system as it changes over time
[MP91] . In this logic system, quantitative timing is ignored which allows for very
general statements about the functioning of such systems. This is the formal verifi-
cation problem that is prevalent in software and systems research. It is particularly
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important in the analysis of reactive and concurrent systems. In verification, two
techniques are utilized for problem resolution, automatic theorem proving tech-
niques and model checking. In a manner similar to much DES research, the model
checking process utilizes state machine structures in the problem solving process.
This is directly analogous method to our method of specifying ambiguous desired
behaviors of a system (modeled by a condition system) using condition sequences.
In this section we formally define the linear-time temporal logic syntax that we
will use throughout the remainder of this chapter. We adopt the notation of [HR00]
for the linear-time temporal logic and a Kripke structure. While subsequent research
in temporal logic has extended the logic and temporal operators defined, the set of
temporal and propositional operators presented (which is missing ∨, →,↔, and
Before) is sufficient for the translation from C-sequences to LTL formulas.
In definition 8.1 we define a Kripke structure, and in definitions 8.2 and 8.3 we
define the LTL syntax and an evaluation respectively. Let AP be a set of atomic
propositions (conditions) which have a value of TRUE or FALSE.
Definition 8.1 A Kripke structureM := {S, E, Label, s0} is a discrete model where
S is a set of states, E ⊆ S×S is a transition relation, a labeling function Label : S→
2AP that maps states of the system to atomic propositions, and an initial marking
s0 ∈ S such that every s ∈ S has some s ′ ∈ S such that (s, s ′) ∈ E(liveness property).
The temporal operators used in LTL allow for the timed specification of proper-
ties where these operators have the following intuitive meaning:
1. U : The operator U represents the until operation between two propositions.
Informally, pUq means that proposition p is true until proposition q becomes
true.
2. G : The G operator represents "globally" or "always", in that Gp represents
the specification that p is true for all time.
3. F : The F operator represents "eventually" or "in the future", in that Fp repre-
sents the specification that p will hold sometime in the future.
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4. X : The next state operator has the meaning for Xp that p will hold in the next
state.
Given these temporal operators, the following formally defines the linear-time
temporal logic we will use for this chapter. We use the notation from [HR00].
Definition 8.2 Linear-time temporal logic (LTL) has the following syntax given in
Backus Naur form:
φ ::= p | (¬φ) | (φ∧ φ) | (φUφ) | (Gφ) | (Fφ) | (Xφ),
where p is any atomic proposition.
An LTL formula is evaluated over a PATH or a set of paths (also called a STATE
TRACE ) in the Kripke structure, where a path is pi := s0, s1, · · · , sn for some integer
n ≥ 0 where each si for 0 ≤ i ≤ n is a element of S. Define pi(i) := si, · · · , sn for
some integer 0 ≤ i ≤ n. These paths represent a qualitative time line of proposi-
tional valuations which as we shall see is directly comparable to our C-sequence.
With a slight abuse of notation we will represent some path pi that exists in M as
pi ∈M.
The satisfaction relation as defined below shows how a Kripke structure and a
LTL formulation are related in the verification process.
Definition 8.3 A path pi := (s0, s1, · · · , sn) ∈ M SATISFIES an LTL formula via the
satisfaction relation |= for LTL formulas as follows:
1. pi |= > , or true.
2. pi |= p IFF p ∈ Label(s0).
3. pi |= ¬φ IFF pi 6|= φ.
4. pi |= φ1 ∧ φ2 IFF pi |= φ1 and pi |= φ2 .
5. pi |= φ1Uφ2 holds IFF there is some i ≥ 0 such that pi(i) |= φ2 and for all
j = 0, . . . , i− 1 we have pi(i) |= φ1.
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6. pi |= Gφ holds IFF , for all i ≥ 0, pi(i) |= φ.
7. pi |= Fφ holds IFF , for some i ≥ 0, pi(i) |= φ.
8. pi |= Xφ IFF pi(1) |= φ.
Example 8.1 To illustrate these definitions consider the Kripke System shown in
figure 8.2. The Set of Labels is {off, on, up,mid, down, atUp, atDn}. The initial
state is the top right node in the figure. To simplify the graph, we have listed only
the non-negated conditions for each node.
A simple LTL formulation is (up∧ atUp)U(>U(on∧ atDn)).
on,up,atUp
on,mid,atUp
on,mid
on,down
on,down,atDn
mid,atDn
up,atUp
up
mid
down,atDn
mid,atDn
down
on,up
mid,atUp
mid,atUp
on,mid,atDn
on,down,atUp up,atDn
Figure 8.2: The Kripke Structure used in example 8.1
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8.2 A translation from the C-Sequence to the LTL for-
mula framework
In this section, we present definitions that define a transform from our model
and specification (the condition system and condition sequence respectively) into a
Kripke structure and a LTL formula. In the future, this will allow us to draw com-
parisons between both approaches and potentially extend our research to include
results from the temporal logic community. Since the research in temporal logic is
quite extensive and well known, we also hope that this will make our work more
accessible to the research community by presenting our system description in this
manner.
One problem lies in the fact that a condition system model of a plant is an input
output model where inputs to the system (i.e.- the control decisions) are considered
part of L(G), and a Kripke structure is a labeled state machine with no equivalent
provision for system input. So we will first modify our condition system model
of the plant by adding models that represent the inputs to the system which will
convert the system into an output model where inputs are unconstrained. We will
then show that these models are equivalent in terms of language analysis.
Define Cin := (Cin(G)/Cout(G)) |Cobs as the set of all input conditions to the
system. These are the conditions that are input, not outputs and are observable.
For the remainder of this chapter we will assume that the values of input conditions
to a system G are known at time 0 of the plant( i.e. at the initial markingm0). Thus
define C0in ⊆ Cin as the set of input conditions to the system that are true at time
0. Given this definition, define the following language.
L0(C0in) := {s = (C0C1 . . . Cn) such that ∀c ∈ Cin, if c ∈ C0in, then c ∈ C0 and
otherwise ¬c ∈ C0 .
This language represents all possible C-sequences given only the constraint that
the initial condition set in the sequence is consistent with the initial inputs to the
system. This language is used in lemma 8.1. We note that this language need
not be determined (and in fact usually cannot as the set is typically infinite), but
determining if a sequence is in the language reduces to a simple set comparison of
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p’p
t
t’
c
¬c
Figure 8.3: A subsystem added to G to create GMOD.
C0 and C0in.
The following defines our modified condition system model where each input
condition to the system is represented in a new model that is appended to the
existing system model G. See figure 8.3 for a graphical description of one these
new models.
Definition 8.4 Given G, m0, and a set of conditions C0in without contradictions,
define GMOD as a condition system composed of G and new subsystems, Gc,MOD
(as shown in figure 8.3) for each condition c ∈ Cin. Each of these subsystems have
the following properties.
1. There are two places (p, and p ′) such that ΦG(p) = {c} and ΦG(p ′) = {¬c}.
2. There are two transitions (t and t ′) such that ΦG(t) = ΦG(t ′) = ∅.
3. These components are connected with edges to create a cyclic structure as
shown in figure 8.3.
4. Assign one token to one of these places using the following rule: if c ∈ C0in
then m(p) = 1 else m(p ′) = 1.
We need to do this to insure that we capture the input conditions of the sys-
tem in the Kripke model. In the normal operation of a condition system G, some
other entity (i.e.-a controller) inputs these signals to the system, but in our analysis
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(which is independent of controller input) these signals are undefined. This modi-
fication will allow us to convert the system into our state-based Kripke system, by
in effect converting input conditions into mappable states.
The following lemma shows that in terms of language analysis, that G and
Gi,MOD are equivalent.
Lemma 8.1 Given G , m0, C0in and a corresponding GMOD and m0,MOD generated
from application of definition 8.4, then s ∈ L(G,m0) ∩ L0(C0in) if and only if s ∈
L(GMOD,m0,MOD).
Proof: Let G ′ represent the set of subsystems created in Definition 8.4
for each c ∈ C0in, and m ′ its corresponding marking for the set of subsys-
tems. Then L(G ′,m ′) = L0(C0in). By Theorem 3.1, since Gmod = G ∪ G ′, then
L(GMOD,m0,MOD) = L(G,m0) ∩ L(G ′,m ′0), which thus equals L(G,m0) ∩ L0(C0in).
We also need to define immediate reachability for condition systems to imple-
ment our condition system to Kripke structure translation definition. Note that this
definition differs from definition 5.2 in that it is defined over the marking space
independent of conditions sets, whereas definition 5.2 is defined over markings
and observable condition sets. Definition 8.5 represents the standard definition of
immediately reachability extended to condition systems.
Definition 8.5 Define the IMMEDIATELY REACHABLE MARKING SET R1(m) for some
marking m as the set of all immediately reachable markings :
R1(m) := {m ′ | m ′ ∈ fG(m,C) | ∃C ∈ 2AllC}
We use definition 8.5 in the following definition. In it we define a Kripke
structure(KG) generated from enumerating all possible states of GMOD given some
initial marking. We note that the marking space of GMOD will be finite since the
marking space (MG )of G is finite. Denote the marking space of GMOD byMMOD.
We note that the state space of GMOD will beMMOD = 2|Cin||MG | due to the addi-
tion of the subsystem models used to represent the input conditions to the system.
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Definition 8.6 Given some condition system and initial marking GMOD and
m0,MOD, define KG as a Kripke structure that is created by the following:
1. (a) Let AP = AllC.
(b) Given GMOD and m0,MOD enumerate the marking space and map each
marking, mi to a new node, si in the Kripke structure.
(c) For each node, si, assign the Labeling as follows Label(si) = g(mi).
2. For each (mi,mj) ∈MMOD such thatmj ∈ R1(mi) , add an edge from si to sj
in the corresponding Kripke structure, (si, sj) ∈ E.
3. Starting with the node s0 corresponding to m0,MOD find all reachable nodes
within the Kripke structure. Remove all nodes from the structure that are
unreachable.
4. Assign the initial marking s0 to the node corresponding to m0,MOD.
Example 8.2 Consider the condition system shown in figure 8.4. This condition
system and its initial marking was used to generate the Kripke structure shown in
figure 8.2. This system is a modified version of figure 3.1 where the input conditions
have been removed. This is directly analogous to the creation of GMOD andm0,MOD
and here we have merely reduced the number of subsystems thereby making the
example clearer.
In the previous chapter we defined a trim C-Sequence as one of minimal length
for its respective equivalence class. We also pointed out that given some C-Sequence
we can easily make it trim by removing extraneous condition sets. In the next
definition we define a LTL formulation of a C-Sequence.
Definition 8.7 Given some trim C-Sequence , s = (C0C1 . . . Cn), define the LTL
formula fs given the following construction rules:
1. If Ci 6= ∅ let compound proposition φi be equal to the logical anding of each
condition c ∈ Ci(i.e. if Ci = {c1,¬c2, c4} then φi = (c1 ∧ ¬c2 ∧ c4)).
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on ¬on
actuator
on
on
¬on
up
mid
down
position
down sensor up sensor
up
¬up atUp
down
¬down atDn
G4
G1
G2 G3
¬on
Figure 8.4: The simplified Up/Down Actuator condition system used to generate
the Kripke Structure in figure 8.2.
2. If Ci = ∅ then φi = >.
3. The formula is constructed from these compound propositions in the following
manner, fs = φ1U(φ2U(. . . Uφn) . . . ).
Our condition sequence represents a timeline ordering that is directly related
to the UNTIL operator, U. We note that the parentheses are due to the binding
precedence of this operator.
Example 8.3 As a continuation of examples 8.1 and 8.2, consider the C-Sequence
sobs = ({up, atUp}, ∅, {on, down, atDn}.
The equivalent LTL formulation is (up ∧ atUp)U(>U(on ∧ down ∧ atDn)).
Which we see is achievable via inspection of figure 8.2.
In the following theorem we show that the LTL/Kripke system is equivalent to
its corresponding C-Sequence/condition system in terms of language analysis.
Lemma 8.2 Given a GMOD, m0,MOD, a corresponding Kripke structure KG created
by application of definition 8.6, and a trim C-sequence s and its corresponding LTL
formula fs generated by definition 8.7 then the following is true:
s ∈ L(GMOD,m0,MOD) iff ∃ some pi ∈ KG s.t. pi |= fs .
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Proof:
(Only If:) Let s ∈ L(GMOD,m0,MOD) , we need to show that there exists a
pi ∈ KG such that pi |= fs. Given that s = (C0, C1, . . . , Cn) is in the language
of the system then there exists some marking sequence (m0,MOD,m1, . . . ,mk) for
some k ≥ n in the system that generates s. Note that there may be more than
one marking sequence that generates s. We also note that each marking mi is
immediately reachable from mi−1 for i > 0 by definition and as a direct result of
definition 8.6 we see there exists some pi = (s0, s1, . . . , sk) ∈ KG . Now consider
fs, we need to show that pi |= fs . The path pi in the Kripke structure must output
(C0, C1, . . . , Cn) which is a direct result of definition 8.6. fs, which was generated
by application of definition 8.7 given s, contains each condition set from s joined
in order using the Until operator. We see then that the path pi satisfies fs from
definition 8.3.
(If:) It suffices to show that given some s /∈ L(GMOD,m0,MOD) that there does
not exist a pi ∈ KG such that pi |= fs. Our logic follows the first part of this proof.
First, since s /∈ L(GMOD,m0,MOD), then there can’t exist a marking sequence in
GMOD given m0,MOD. Since no such marking sequence exists then there does not
exist a path pi ∈ KG that outputs (C0, C1, . . . , Cn) by definition 8.6. Hence there
exists no path pi ∈ KG that can satisfy fs. Thus the lemma is proved.
In this final theorem we extend lemma 8.2 to consider our original condition
system G by using the result lemma 8.1.
Theorem 8.1 Given a G, m0, and C0in, then there exists a corresponding Kripke
structure KG created by application of definitions 8.4 and 8.6, and a trim C-
sequence s and its corresponding LTL formula fs generated by definition 8.7 where
the following is true:
s ∈ L(G,m0) ∩ L0(C0in) iff ∃ some pi ∈ KG s.t. pi |= fs .
Proof:
From definition 8.4 we know that we can create a GMOD and a new marking
m0,MOD that by lemma 8.1 is known to generate the same language as the
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original system. From definition 8.6 we know that GMOD, and m0,MOD can be
used to generated a Kripke structure KG. From lemma 8.2, we know that any
s ∈ L(GMOD,m0,MOD) has a corresponding fs generated from definition 8.7 that
is satisfied by some path pi ∈ KG. It is obvious then that by chaining these two
lemmas together, that given s ∈ L(G,m0) then s ∈ L(GMOD,m0,MOD) and so there
exists some pi ∈ KG that will satisfy fs. If s /∈ L(G,m0) then s /∈ L(GMOD,m0,MOD)
and so there will not exist a path pi ∈ KG that will satisfy fs. Thus the theorem is
proved.
In the future, we would like to show how to convert an LTL formula into a
condition sequence and a Kripke structure into a condition system, and to deter-
mine under which conditions this is possible. Converting a Kripke structure into
a finite condition system is straightforward, but we suspect that conversion of an
LTL formulation into a condition sequence is less direct. This is a subject of future
research.
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Chapter 9
Discussion
In this dissertation, we explored the the problem of fault detection and fault di-
agnosis for systems modeled as condition systems. The language of the system is
shown to be the intersection of the condition languages defined by each subsys-
tem, and this allowed us to introduce the notion of a relaxed language defined as
the intersection of condition languages for all but one subsystem. A system FAULT
was defined as an observed behavior which doesn’t correspond to any expected be-
havior. A DIAGNOSIS of this fault localizes the subsystem that is the source of the
discrepancy between output and expected observations. A DETECTION is the deter-
mination that the system is not behaving as expected according to the model of the
system. Critical to this is the notion of the real system and the expected system.
We showed that detection and diagnosis can be determined in a finite number
of calculations (i.e. effectively computable). As a result of the proof, which was
constructive in nature, we outlined an algorithm to determine the exact solution to
the diagnosis problem within the constraints of observability.
The exact diagnosis solution can be computationally involved, so we also in-
troduced a fault detection scheme that modifies our control structure called a
taskblock( also a condition system) to implement on-line fault detection. We then
showed that the new taskblock preserves the control structure of the original model
and does in fact detect unexpected behaviors. We also presented a method to per-
form a rapid detection and diagnosis that yields a superset that contains the exact
diagnosis using a DIAGNOSTIC CAUSAL NETWORK.
We also included a chapter on a conversion from the condition system frame-
work into a linear-time temporal logic (LTL) framework. LTL is principally used in
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program and process verification. This is closely related to the diagnosis and detec-
tion problem. Our intent of this chapter was to make our work more accessible by
tying it into the better known and well investigated LTL framework. It also gave us
insight in how the verification problem and the diagnosis problem are related.
Our solutions requires no modeling of faults which saves the system designer
the potentially monumental task of specifying this information. They instead utilize
existing models used for controller synthesis. This reuse of models improves the
cost/benefit ratio of our overall systematic approach to system design. As noted
earlier in this dissertation, the modeling of faults can help refine a diagnosis by
eliminating obviously contradictory diagnoses. But any approach that requires ex-
plicit modeling of faults appears to restrict a diagnosis to these defined fault states
(i.e. no information regarding unmodeled faults is included in a diagnosis).
We have developed a Win32 C++ Diagnosis Class and a console program that
performs the system diagnosis from chapter 7 in this dissertation. The program
takes as input the systemmodel and aCSetsBad set, and returns the set of subsystem
names that could be the source of the observed faulty behavior. The Diagnosis Class
uses net model files generated by SpecTool [HGSA00] and relies upon SpecTool’s
NetStructureDLL for access to our existing Petri Net Class. This software is designed
to be extendable as this research evolves. Currently, the diagnosis program converts
each subsystem model into a causal node, then creates the diagnostic causal model.
A diagnosis is then easily performed by direct application of the equation detailed
in Theorem 7.1.
Based on our approach, a fault can be created by one of two broad types of
occurrences. In the first, a component in the real system breaks thus creating the
fault. A more subtle occurrence leading to a fault (by our definition) could be from
an inaccurate model of the true dynamics of the system. This idea is very similar to
the notion of process verification, and so one area of future research would be in the
application of the ideas presented in this dissertation to the problem of process ver-
ification. Such faults represent a serious problem because any controller developed
to drive a real world plant would be derived from this incorrect model and so could
create extremely erratic and potentially dangerous results. Traditional methods of
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discrete controller generation (i.e. ad hoc programming) avoid this issue to some
degree by implementing various standardized methods and incorporating verifica-
tion into the design process, but even such techniques provide limited safeguard
under an incorrect view of the system (i.e. the specification is invalid).
In other future research, we will analyze the causal structure within the subsys-
tems as well. By considering the current and recent markings of the subsystems,
we should be able to determine a smaller set of root causes for a given condition in
CBad, and thus provide a more focused diagnosis. Fault diagnosis given the possi-
bility of multiple failures is another rich area of future research. This is especially
important for systems where one fault may cascade into multiple failures. It is
anticipated that this will complicate the diagnosis problem significantly.
The detection problem will most certainly generate further opportunities to con-
sider modeling and timing issues among other things. While we have provided
some qualitative solutions to the fault detection and diagnosis problem, it seems
that any viable solution to the detection problem must eventually involve the use
of timed models and quantitative analysis of these models. Obviously, the timing of
event occurrences is critical to any working fault detection scheme ( i.e. a fault oc-
curs if some sensor does not output an expected value within some predefined time
frame). Of course, including timing requires the designer to have a-priori knowl-
edge of the timing characteristics of the system, and this adds significantly to the
work required to specify the system.
There is also work to be done to improve the results of chapter 6. As stated,
our initial approach can greatly increase the number of transitions in the taskblock
that detects faults ( TBF(dox) ). To resolve this we can either: apply well known
reduction techniques to reduce the number of transitions (i.e. Karnaugh mapping
or a similar technique); or we can modify the firing mechanism for the taskblock
by considering fault transitions only after expected transitions are checked. In the
second method, we envision then that each place in the TBF(dox) will have at most
one transition leading to the fault state. This needs to be investigated further.
To complete the work of chapter 8, we would like to show how to convert an
LTL specification into a condition sequence, and a Kripke structure into a condition
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system. In this dissertation we showed the other direction, or that we could convert
any trim C-Sequence into a LTL formulation, and any finite condition system into a
Kripke structure.
Another interesting area of future research would be in the real-time modifica-
tion of system behavior based on detected and diagnosed faults (fault correction).
Fault correction will require further research in the areas of modeling, control code
generation, and timing. This problem is obviously complicated by the fact that
many faults on many systems are not correctable. In fact, fault correction may only
be applicable to systems with a great deal of flexibility in terms of desired behavior
or to systems with built-in redundancy.
In this dissertation, we have established the theoretical background for fault
detection and diagnosis under partial observation using untimed condition systems.
We then applied these notions to: determine a best-case solution; to construct a
supervisor that detects faults; and to present a method of rapidly diagnosing faults
by exploiting the causal structure of our condition system models. We also showed
how to convert a condition sequence into a linear-time temporal logic formula. We
have only considered the single-fault case and this is an area for improvement. A
notable point of this research is that we do not require the explicit modeling of
faults. Our method instead relies on the re-use of models that have already been
created for controller synthesis and for creation of state observers.
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Appendix A
Listings of Diagnosis Code in Visual
C++
THE TOP LEVEL PROGRAM CODE( .CPP) FOLLOWS:
// d iagnos i s1 . cpp
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Author : j e f f ashley , Un i v e r s i t y of Kentucky
Or ig ina t i on Date : december 2002
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
#inc lude " s tda f x . h "
#inc lude <d i r e c t . h>
#inc lude < s td i o . h>
#inc lude < s t d l i b . h>
#inc lude " d iagnos i s1 . h "
#inc lude " CommonNames . h "
#inc lude " NetBlockView . h "
#def ine THIS_PROGRAM_NAME " diagnoser . exe "
#i f d e f _DEBUG
#def ine new DEBUG_NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
s t a t i c char THIS_FILE [] = __FILE__ ;
#end i f
#def ine MAP_FLAG_ALL 1
#def ine MAP_FLAG_OUTPUT 0
i n t iMapFlag = MAP_FLAG_OUTPUT;
typedef CLis t<CString , LPCSTR> St r i ngL i s tType ;
CTypedPtrMap<CMapStringToOb , CString , S t r i ngL i s tType ∗> FileCondMap ;
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using namespace std ;
i n t _tmain ( i n t argc , TCHAR∗ argv [ ] , TCHAR∗ envp [ ] )
{
i n t nRetCode = 0;
char mystr ing [200];
CStr ing sArgv2 = " " , sArgv1 = " " ;
/ / Standard output i nd i c a t i n g which program i s running .
i f ( argc > 2) {
// i f an op t iona l argument i s given , i t should be a d i r e c t o r y in
// which to operate .
i f ( _chd i r ( argv [ 1 ] ) ) {
cout<<"d iagnos i s : ERROR : Unable to l o ca t e the d i r e c t o r y :
"<<argv[1]<<"\n " ; cout<<"Pres s any key to leave diagnoser " ;
cin>>mystr ing ;
e x i t (0 ) ;
}
sArgv2 = argv [2] ;
sArgv2 . Tr imLef t ( ) ;
sArgv2 . TrimRight ( ) ;
i f ( sArgv2 != "− a l l " )
{
cout<<"d iagnos i s : ERROR : I n va l i d Flag : "<<argv[2]<<"\n " ;
cout<<"Proper Usage : diagnoser . exe <PATH_TO_ . NET_FILES> \n " ;
system ( " pause " ) ;
e x i t (0 ) ;
}
else
{
iMapFlag = MAP_FLAG_ALL ;
}
}
else i f ( argc > 1)
{
sArgv1 = argv [1] ;
sArgv1 . Tr imLef t ( ) ;
sArgv1 . TrimRight ( ) ;
i f ( sArgv1 == "−h " )
{
cout<<"Proper Usage : diagnoser . exe <PATH_TO_ . NET_FILES> \n " ;
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system ( " pause " ) ;
e x i t (0 ) ;
}
else i f ( _chd i r ( argv [ 1 ] ) )
{
cout<<"diagnoser : ERROR : Unable to l o ca t e the d i r e c t o r y :
"<<argv[1]<<"\n " ;
system ( " pause " ) ;
e x i t (0 ) ;
}
else
{
iMapFlag = MAP_FLAG_OUTPUT;
}
}
else
{
cout<<"Proper Usage : diagnoser . exe <PATH_TO_ . NET_FILES> \n " ;
e x i t (0 ) ;
}
// i n i t i a l i z e MFC and print and error on f a i l u r e
i f ( ! AfxWinIni t ( : : GetModuleHandle (NULL ) , NULL , : : GetCommandLine ( ) ,
0)) {
// TODO: change error code to s u i t your needs
ce r r << _T ( " Fa t a l Er ror : MFC i n i t i a l i z a t i o n f a i l e d ") << endl ;
nRetCode = 1;
}
else
{
//main loop
SystemBlockView theSystem ;
// THESE FUNCTIONS ARE PRETTY MUCH TO BE USED IN THIS ORDER
theSystem . I n i t i a l i z eB l o c kV i ew s ( ) ;
system ( " c l s " ) ;
theSystem . BuildOutNets ( ) ;
theSystem . Bui ld InNets ( ) ;
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theSystem . Bu i ldCausa l In f luence s ( ) ;
theSystem . Bui ldOutputCondi t ions ( ) ;
CStr ingArray cBad [500 ] ; / / t h i s i s c s e t s bad ;
i n t numCbad = 0 , numInSet ; CStr ing condName ;
char condStr [100];
CStr ingArray unionSets [500] , i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t ; / / for each cbad
we w i l l have a union set
while (numCbad !=−1)
{
system ( " c l s " ) ;
theSystem . Pr in tOutputCondi t ions ( ) ;
cout << " Diagnos i s program − enter Number of CBad s e t s in
CSetsBad (−1 to e x i t ) : " ;
c in >> numCbad ;
// loop to enter f a u l t y cond i t i ons
for ( i n t i =0 ; i < numCbad ; i++)
{ cBad [ i ] . RemoveAll ( ) ; / / empty t h i s ar ray before f i l l i n g i t
cout << " enter Number of cond i t i ons in Cbad set " << i
< < " : " ;
c in >> numInSet ;
for ( i n t j =0; j < numInSet ; j++)
{
cout << " enter cond i t ion : " ;
c in >> condStr ;
condName = (LPCSTR ) condStr ;
cBad [ i ] . Add(condName ) ;
}
}
i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t . RemoveAll ( ) ;
theSystem . F indCausa l In f luences ( cBad , numCbad , i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t ) ;
/ / print out the Answer
cout <<endl << "∗∗ A d iagnos i s i s as fo l l ows : " << endl ;
for ( i n t l =0; l < i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t . GetSize ( ) ; l++)
{
cout << (LPCSTR ) i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t . GetAt ( l ) << " " ;
}
cout << endl << endl ;
system ( " pause " ) ;
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}}
return nRetCode ;
}
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THE CODE(.H AND .CPP) FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND NETBLOCKVIEW CLASSES FOL-
LOWS:
#i f nde f __NETBLOCKVIEW__
#def ine __NETBLOCKVIEW__
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Author : j e f f ashley , Un i v e r s i t y of Kentucky
Or ig ina t i on Date : december 2002
NetBlockView . h
− c l a s s e s tha t bu i ld block de s c r i p t i o n s of the p e t r i net
model .∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗∗/# inc lude " Ne tS t ruc tu reC la s s . h "
#inc lude " CommonNames . h "
us ing namespace std ;
/ / The data s t ruc tu re−
c l a s s NetBlockView
{
pub l i c :
NetBlockView ( ) ;
~NetBlockView ( ) ;
bool isAnOutNet ; / / does i t output from system
bool isAnInNet ; / / i s i t an input net
CStr ing netName ;
CStr ingArray in f l uenceB lock s ;
/ / systems tha t i n f l uence t h i s system − bu i l t l a s t
NetBlockView ∗next ; / / next item in l inked l i s t
CStr ingArray outCondi t ions ; / / a l i s t of outCondi t ions ( as C s t r i ng s ! ! )
CNetSt ruc tureClass blockNet ;
// 1 place and 1 t r a n s i t i o n arc from t to p − captures
// block view of source net
CNetSt ruc tureClass ∗ SourceNet ;
/ / o r i g i n a l net kept so cond i t ion names are e a s i l y
/ / a c c e s s i b l e .
} ;
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c l a s s SystemBlockView
{
pub l i c :
SystemBlockView ( ) ;
~SystemBlockView ( ) ;
bool I n i t i a l i z eB l o c kV i ew s ( ) ;
//USE FIRST i n i t i a l i z e s ba s i c block net . no in out
// f l a g s set , no caus sa l i n f l u ence s b u i l t
void P r i n tB l o ck s ( ) ;
/ / ba s i c print of net b locks − i th ink you can use i t
/ / r i g h t a f t e r i n i t i a l i z i n g
void P r i n tCau sa l I n f l u ence s ( ) ; / / use four th
bool BuildOutNets ( ) ; / / USE SECOND FOR BEST RESULTS
void Pr intOutNets ( ) ;
void Bui ldOutputCondi t ions ( ) ; / / USE LAST bu i l d s
// outputCondi t ions for each block these are s to red in
// a CStr ingArray
bool Bui ld InNets ( ) ; / / use t h i r d but may not be needed
void P r in t InNe t s ( ) ;
void Pr in tOutputCondi t ions ( ) ; / / print output Cs for system
bool Bu i ldCausa l In f luence s ( ) ;
/ / for each net , t h i s function bu i ld s a CStr ing array
// of net names repre sen t ing the in f l u enc ing subsystems
void F indCausa l In f luences ( CStr ingArray [ ] , i n t numCbad ,
CStr ingArray & i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t ) ;
/ / re tu rn s the answer to the d iagnos i s from ACC
//2002 , e t c . pass in an array of CSt r ingArrays
// rep re sen t ing the cbad s e t s in c s e t s bad and
// the answer i s placed in i n t e r S e c t i onSe t .
p r i v a t e :
NetBlockView ∗TheSystem ;
} ;
#end i f
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/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
Author : j e f f ashley , Un i v e r s i t y of Kentucky
Or ig ina t i on Date : december 2002
NetBlockView . cpp
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
#inc lude " s tda f x . h "
#inc lude " NetBlockView . h "
NetBlockView : : NetBlockView ()
{
isAnOutNet = f a l s e ;
isAnInNet = f a l s e ;
}
NetBlockView ::~NetBlockView ()
{
SourceNet−>Dele t eA l l I t ems ( ) ;
delete SourceNet ;
}
SystemBlockView : : SystemBlockView ()
{
TheSystem = NULL;
}
SystemBlockView ::~SystemBlockView ()
{
}
bool SystemBlockView : : BuildOutNets ()
{
NetBlockView ∗ currBlock , ∗ blockToCompare ;
CCondi t ionSetClass ∗ currSet , ∗ compareSet ;
CP l a c e I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ psys ;
CT r an s i t i o n I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ ptran ;
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bool isAOutNet ;
POSITION pos1 , pos2 ;
CCond i t i on Iden t i f i e rC l a s s ∗ cid , ∗ c id2 ;
currB lock = TheSystem ;
//main loop block to check o ther s aga in s t
while ( cur rB lock !=NULL)
{
psys = currBlock−>blockNet . GetPlaceID ( " p1 " ) ;
cur rSe t = currBlock−>blockNet . GetCondi t ionSetForP lace ( psys ) ;
/ / get cur rb lock output cond i t i ons
blockToCompare = TheSystem ;
isAOutNet = true ;
while ( blockToCompare != NULL && isAOutNet )
// inner loop to cy c l e through b locks to compare
{
i f (( currBlock−>netName ) != blockToCompare−>netName )
{
ptran = blockToCompare−>blockNet . GetTrans i t ion ID ( " t1 " ) ;
compareSet =
blockToCompare−>blockNet . Ge tCond i t ionSe tForTrans i t ion ( ptran ) ;
/ / get blokc to compare input cond i t i ons
i f ( cur rSe t ) / / adds output cond i t i ons to new place
{
pos1 = currSet−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
while ( pos1!=NULL)
{
c id = currSet−>GetNext ( pos1 ) ;
i f ( compareSet ) / / adds output cond i t i ons to new place
{
pos2 = compareSet−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
while ( pos2!=NULL)
{
cid2 = compareSet−>GetNext ( pos2 ) ;
i f ( currBlock−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( c id ) ==
blockToCompare−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( cid2 ))
{
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isAOutNet = f a l s e ;
}
}
// cout << endl ;
}
}
}
}
blockToCompare = blockToCompare−>next ;
}
// change boolean f l ag for cur ren t block to s i g n i f y i t i s an outnet
i f ( isAOutNet )
{
currBlock−>isAnOutNet = true ;
}
currB lock = currBlock−>next ;
}
return 0 ;
}
void SystemBlockView : : Bui ldOutputCondi t ions ()
{
NetBlockView ∗ block ;
CP l a c e I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ psys ;
POSITION pos1 ;
CCondi t ionSetClass ∗ c s e t ;
CStr ing conditionname , conditionname2 ;
block = TheSystem ;
CCond i t i on Iden t i f i e rC l a s s ∗ c id ;
while ( block !=NULL)
{
psys = block−>blockNet . GetPlaceID ( " p1 " ) ;
c s e t = block−>blockNet . GetCondi t ionSetForP lace ( psys ) ;
i f ( c s e t )
{
pos1 = cset−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
while ( pos1!=NULL)
{
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c id = cset−>GetNext ( pos1 ) ;
conditionname = block−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( c id ) ;
block−>outCondi t ions . Add( conditionname ) ;
}
}
block = block−>next ;
}
}
bool SystemBlockView : : Bui ld InNets ()
{
NetBlockView ∗ currBlock , ∗ blockToCompare ;
CCondi t ionSetClass ∗ currSet , ∗ compareSet ;
CP l a c e I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ psys ;
CT r an s i t i o n I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ ptran ;
bool i sAInNet ;
POSITION pos1 , pos2 ;
CCond i t i on Iden t i f i e rC l a s s ∗ cid , ∗ c id2 ;
currB lock = TheSystem ;
//main loop block to check o ther s aga in s t
while ( cur rB lock !=NULL)
{
ptran = currBlock−>blockNet . GetTrans i t ion ID ( " t1 " ) ;
cur rSe t = currBlock−>blockNet . Ge tCond i t ionSe tForTrans i t ion ( ptran ) ;
/ / get cur rb lock output cond i t i ons
blockToCompare = TheSystem ;
isAInNet = true ;
while ( blockToCompare != NULL && isAInNet )
// inner loop to cy c l e through b locks to compare
{
i f (( currBlock−>netName ) != blockToCompare−>netName )
{
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psys = blockToCompare−>blockNet . GetPlaceID ( " p1 " ) ;
compareSet =
blockToCompare−>blockNet . GetCondi t ionSetForP lace ( psys ) ;
/ / get blokc to compare input cond i t i ons
i f ( cur rSe t ) / / adds output cond i t i ons to new place
{
pos1 = currSet−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
while ( pos1!=NULL)
{
c id = currSet−>GetNext ( pos1 ) ;
i f ( compareSet ) / / adds output cond i t i ons to new place
{
pos2 = compareSet−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
while ( pos2!=NULL)
{
cid2 = compareSet−>GetNext ( pos2 ) ;
i f ( currBlock−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( c id ) ==
blockToCompare−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( cid2 )) {
i sAInNet = f a l s e ;
}
}
}
}
}
}
blockToCompare = blockToCompare−>next ;
}
// change boolean f l ag for cur ren t block to s i g n i f y i t i s an outnet
i f ( i sAInNet )
{
currBlock−>isAnInNet = true ;
}
currB lock = currBlock−>next ;
}
return 0 ;
}
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bool SystemBlockView : : Bu i ldCausa l In f luences ()
{
NetBlockView ∗ block , ∗ i n f l B l o c kP t r , ∗ blockToCheck ;
CP l a c e I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ psys ;
CT r an s i t i o n I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ ptran ;
CCondi t ionSetClass ∗ cse t , ∗ c se t2 ;
CCond i t i on Iden t i f i e rC l a s s ∗ cid , ∗ c id2 ;
POSITION pos1 , pos2 ;
CStr ing inf luence1 , in f luence2 , conditionname , conditionname2 ;
bool found , found2 , done ;
block = TheSystem ;
// POSITION pos ;
while ( block !=NULL ) // outer loop
{
i f ( block−>isAnOutNet ) / / only check out nets
{
block−>in f luenceB lock s . Add( block−>netName ) ;
for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < block−>in f luenceB lock s . GetSize ( ) ; i++)
{
in f luence1 = block−>in f luenceB lock s . GetAt ( i ) ;
i n f l B l o c k P t r = TheSystem ;
found = f a l s e ;
while ( i n f l B l o c k P t r !=NULL && found==f a l s e )
{ // s to red net name
i f ( i n f l B l o c kP t r−>netName == inf luence1 )
{
found = true ;
}
else
i n f l B l o c k P t r = in f l B l o c kP t r−>next ;
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}
// we have now i s o l a t e d the net bo longt in to the c s t r i n g from
// in f l uence b locks .
blockToCheck = TheSystem ;
while ( blockToCheck !=NULL)
{
found2 = f a l s e ;
for ( i n t j = 0 ; j < block−>in f luenceB lock s . GetSize ( ) ; j++)
{
in f luence2 = block−>in f luenceB lock s . GetAt ( j ) ;
i f ( blockToCheck−>netName == inf luence2 )
found2 = true ;
}
i f ( ! found2 )
// i f not in the in f l uenceB lock s then check to see
// i f blockToCheck i n f l u ence s i n f l B l o c k P t r
{
psys = blockToCheck−>blockNet . GetPlaceID ( " p1 " ) ;
c s e t =
blockToCheck−>blockNet . GetCondi t ionSetForP lace ( psys ) ;
i f ( c s e t )
{
pos1 = cset−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
while ( pos1!=NULL)
{
c id = cset−>GetNext ( pos1 ) ;
conditionname =
blockToCheck−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( c id ) ;
/ / now we need to check cond i t ion name
// to each input cond i t ion to i n f l B l o c k P t r
/ / i f so add blockToCheck to in f l uenceB lock s
ptran = in f l B l o c kP t r−>blockNet . GetTrans i t ion ID ( " t1 " ) ;
c se t2 =
in f l B l o c kP t r−>blockNet . Ge tCond i t ionSe tForTrans i t ion ( ptran ) ;
i f ( c se t2 )
{
pos2 = cset2−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
done = f a l s e ;
while ( pos2!=NULL && !done)
{
cid2 = cset2−>GetNext ( pos2 ) ;
conditionname2 =
in f l B l o c kP t r−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( cid2 ) ;
i f ( conditionname == conditionname2 )
// hey t h i s block input s to a block
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{
done = true ;
block−>in f luenceB lock s . Add( blockToCheck−>netName ) ;
}
}
}
}
}
}
blockToCheck= blockToCheck −>next ;
}
}
}
block = block−>next ;
}
Return 0 ;
}
void SystemBlockView : : F indCausa l In f luences ( CStr ingArray cBad [ ] , i n t
numCbad , CStr ingArray & i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t )
{ // i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t i s the answer to the d iagnos i s ques t ion
CStr ing condName ;
NetBlockView ∗ block ;
CStr ingArray unionSets [ 500 ] ; / / i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t ; / / for each cbad
we w i l l have a union set
bool found ;
i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t . RemoveAll ( ) ;
/ / bu i ld union Set s − whew!
for ( i n t k=0 ; k < numCbad ; k++) // union Set and cBad index ! ! ! ! !
{ unionSets [k ] . RemoveAll ( ) ;
for ( i n t l =0; l < cBad[k ] . GetSize ( ) ; l++)
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{
block = TheSystem ;
found = f a l s e ;
while ( block !=NULL && ! found )
// f ind block output t ing condi t ionGetAt ( l )
{
for ( i n t p=0;p< block−>outCondi t ions . GetSize ( ) ; p++)
{
i f ( block−>outCondi t ions . GetAt (p) == cBad[k ] . GetAt ( l ) )
{
found = true ;
}
i f ( found ) // found the block
{
// add netNames to union set
for ( i n t r =0; r< block−>in f luenceB lock s . GetSize ( ) ; r++)
{
bool found2 ;
found2 = f a l s e ;
for ( i n t q=0; q< unionSets [k ] . GetSize ( ) ; q++)
// to make sure in f l uence block isn ’ t in union yet
{
i f ( unionSets [k ] . GetAt (q)
== block−>in f luenceB lock s . GetAt ( r ))
{
// a l ready in unionSets
found2 = true ;
}
}
i f ( ! found2 )
{
// add in f l uence block to unionSets [k ] ;
unionSets [k ] . Add( block−>in f luenceB lock s . GetAt ( r ) ) ;
}
}
}
}
block = block−>next ;
}
}
}
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bool found3 , found4 ;
// determine i n t e r s e c t i o n set
i f (numCbad == 1) // one CBAD so no i n t e r s e c t i o n
{
i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t . Copy( unionSets [0 ] ) ;
}
else // more than one union set
{
for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < unionSets [0 ] . GetSize ( ) ; i++)
{
found3=true ;
for ( k=1 ; k < numCbad ; k++)
{
found4=f a l s e ;
for ( i n t l =0; l < unionSets [k ] . GetSize ( ) ; l++)
{
i f ( unionSets [0 ] . GetAt ( i ) == unionSets [k ] . GetAt ( l ) )
found4=true ;
}
found3 = found3 && found4 ;
}
i f ( found3 )
i n t e r s e c t i o nS e t . Add( unionSets [0 ] . GetAt ( i ) ) ;
}
}
}
void SystemBlockView : : Pr intOutNets ()
{
NetBlockView ∗ block ;
block = TheSystem ;
cout << " Output Nets are " << endl ;
while ( block !=NULL)
{
i f ( block−>isAnOutNet )
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cout << (LPCSTR) block−>netName<< endl ;
b lock = block−>next ;
}
}
void SystemBlockView : : P r in t InNe t s ()
{
NetBlockView ∗ block ;
block = TheSystem ;
cout <<endl << " Input Nets are " << endl ;
while ( block !=NULL)
{
i f ( block−>isAnInNet )
cout << (LPCSTR) block−>netName<< endl ;
b lock = block−>next ;
}
}
void SystemBlockView : : P r i n tB l o ck s ()
{
CP l a c e I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ psys ;
CT r an s i t i o n I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ ptran ;
CCondi t ionSetClass ∗ c s e t ;
CCond i t i on Iden t i f i e rC l a s s ∗ c id ;
POSITION pos1 ;
NetBlockView ∗ p t r ;
CStr ing conditionname ;
p t r = TheSystem ;
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while ( p t r != NULL)
{
cout<<endl <<"NET NAME −> " << (LPCSTR ) ptr−>netName << endl ;
psys = ptr−>blockNet . GetPlaceID ( " p1 " ) ;
c s e t = ptr−>blockNet . GetCondi t ionSetForP lace ( psys ) ;
// cout <<(LPCSTR) ptr−>blockNet . GetPlaceName ( psys ) << endl ;
cout << endl << " Output Condi t ions " << endl ;
i f ( c s e t )
{
// cout << " in i f " ;
pos1 = cset−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
while ( pos1!=NULL)
{
c id = cset−>GetNext ( pos1 ) ;
// conditionname = ptr−>blockNet . GetConditionName ( c id ) ;
conditionname = ptr−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( c id ) ;
i f ( conditionname . GetLength () > 0)
{
cout << " " << (LPCSTR) conditionname << endl ;
}
else
{
cout << "can ’ t f ind name for cond i t ion \n " ;
}
}
}
cout << endl << " Input Condi t ions " << endl ;
ptran = ptr−>blockNet . GetTrans i t ion ID ( " t1 " ) ;
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c s e t = ptr−>blockNet . GetCond i t ionSe tForTrans i t ion ( ptran ) ;
i f ( c s e t )
{
// cout << " in i f " ;
pos1 = cset−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
while ( pos1!=NULL)
{
c id = cset−>GetNext ( pos1 ) ;
// conditionname = ptr−>blockNet . GetConditionName ( c id ) ;
conditionname = ptr−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( c id ) ;
i f ( conditionname . GetLength () > 0)
{
cout << " " << (LPCSTR) conditionname << endl ;
// cout << " in while " ;
}
else
{
cout << "can ’ t f ind name for cond i t ion \n " ;
}
}
}
p t r = ptr−>next ;
}
}
void SystemBlockView : : P r i n tCau sa l I n f l u ence s ()
{
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NetBlockView ∗ block ;
CStr ing in f l uence ;
b lock = TheSystem ;
while ( block != NULL)
{
i f ( block−>isAnOutNet )
{
cout << endl << (LPCSTR) block−>netName << " i s in f luenced by " <<
endl ;
for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < block−>in f luenceB lock s . GetSize ( ) ; i++)
cout << (LPCSTR ) block−>in f luenceB lock s . GetAt ( i ) << endl ;
}
block = block−>next ;
}
}
bool SystemBlockView : : I n i t i a l i z eB l o c kV i ew s (){
// look for a l l net f i l e s and process each one .
//
CNetSt ruc tureClass ∗ SourceNet ;
CCondi t ionSetClass ∗ c s e t ;
CCond i t i on Iden t i f i e rC l a s s ∗ c id ;
CStr ing netf i lename , conditionname , trans i t ionname , placename ;
CF i leF ind f i nde r ;
CTime ne t f i l e t ime ;
BOOL bFound ;
POSITION pos1 ;
NetBlockView ∗ block ;
CP l a c e I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ ppl ;
CT r an s i t i o n I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ p t r ;
i n t updatecount = 0;
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// Now we read in the net f i l e s and look at t h e i r time stamps .
bFound = f inde r . F i ndF i l e (NET_FILE_PATTERN ) ;
i f ( ! bFound ) {
cerr<<endl<<"No net f i l e s found in the d i r e c t o r y "<<endl ;
return 1 ;
}
cout << "NETS LOADED ARE" << endl ;
while ( bFound)
{
// cout << "IN BFOUND " << endl ;
bFound = f inde r . F indNextF i l e ( ) ;
// net f i lename = f inde r . Ge tF i l ePa th ( ) ;
net f i l ename = f inde r . GetFileName ( ) ;
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// read in FromNet from f i l e . SourceNet = new CNetSt ruc tureClass ;
i f ( ! SourceNet−>ReadNetFromFile ( net f i lename ) )
{
// i f ( ! FromNet . ReadNetFromFile ( net f i lename ) )
// {
ce r r << "ERROR : Unable to open requested input f i l e :
"<<(LPCTSTR) net f i lename <<endl ; e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
// c s e t = FromNet . GetSe tOfA l lCond i t ions ( ) ;
/ / JEFF
cout << (LPCTSTR) net f i lename << endl ;
b lock = new NetBlockView ;
block −>netName = net f i lename ;
block −>next = TheSystem ;
block−>SourceNet = SourceNet ;
TheSystem = block ;
ppl = block−>blockNet . NewPlace ( " p1 " ) ;
p t r = block−>blockNet . NewTransit ion ( " t1 " ) ;
block−>blockNet . AddArcToFrom( ptr , ppl ) ;
c s e t = SourceNet−>GetSetOfA l lCondi t ions ( ) ;
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// block −>InCondi t ions . GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
i f ( c s e t )
{
pos1 = cset−>GetHeadPosit ion ( ) ;
while ( pos1!=NULL)
{
c id = cset−>GetNext ( pos1 ) ;
conditionname = SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( c id ) ;
i f ( SourceNet−>GetTrans i t ionSe tForCond i t ion ( c id ) )
{
cout << " input cond i t ion − " << (LPCTSTR ) conditionname <<endl ;
block−>blockNet . AddTrans i t ionCondi t ion ( ptr , c id ) ;
}
else i f ( SourceNet−>GetPlaceSetForCondi t ion ( c id ) )
{
block−>blockNet . AddPlaceCondit ion ( ppl , c id ) ;
cout << "output cond i t ion − " << (LPCTSTR) conditionname << endl ;
}
// else
// cout << "ne i the r " << (LPCTSTR) conditionname << endl ;
}
}
}
// FromNet . De l e t eA l l I t ems ( ) ;
return 0 ;
}
void SystemBlockView : : Pr in tOutputCondi t ions ()
{
NetBlockView ∗ block ;
// CP l a c e I d en t i f i e r C l a s s ∗ psys ;
// POSITION pos1 ;
// CCondi t ionSetClass ∗ c s e t ;
cout << " OUTPUT CONDITIONS OF THE SYSTEM ARE " << endl ;
CStr ing conditionname ;
block = TheSystem ;
// CCond i t i on Iden t i f i e rC l a s s ∗ c id ;
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while ( block !=NULL)
{
i f ( block−>isAnOutNet )
{
for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < block−>outCondi t ions . GetSize ( ) ; i++)
{ conditionname= block−>outCondi t ions . GetAt ( i ) ;
// c id = cset−>GetNext ( pos1 ) ;
// conditionname = block−>SourceNet−>GetConditionName ( c id ) ;
// cout << " " << (LPCSTR ) block−>outCondi t ions . GetAt ( i)<<endl ;
cout << " " << (LPCSTR) conditionname << endl ;
}
// }
}
block = block−>next ;
}
}
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